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Abstract
This manual covers all the major processes in setting up and using ERPNext. The manual
is written in a way that the user can manage a self-implementation of the ERP. We
recommend that the manual be read first before starting implementation.
1. The first section covers the ERPNext setup process where the foundations and masters
are introduced.
2. The second section covers how to manage core operations like Sales, Purchase,
Inventory, Accounting, Manufacturing and Projects using ERPNext.
3. The third section covers administrative processes like managing Human Resources,
Support and Maintenance and setting up a website from within ERPNext.
4. The next section covers using the various collaborative tools and reports that help you
co-ordinate work with your colleagues.
5. The final section covers customization and advanced configuration options.
ERPNext is a work in progress and we anticipate that there will be a lot of additions and
improvements to the product and the manual.
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Author’s Note
9th July 2012
ERPNext is a project I have been working on since 2005 and it is the first time, that I have
written a full user’s manual. While writing this, I realized that it has been far too late in
coming. But your day starts when you wake up. Writing the manual has also made me
realize how vast is the ERPNext product and how big is the scope that exists to improve it.
This manual is written from the perspective of self-implementation. Over the years I have
seen many types of implementations. Many have ended in success after a lot of effort, and
a few in failure and frustration. Implementing an enterprise wide system like ERPNext
requires a lot of initiative from the organization.
Often we have observed that small organizations lack processes and things happen very
much on an ad-hoc basis. The reason for this is both lack of resources and volume of tasks.
The biggest contributor to any business’ profit is “repeatability”. Innovating and
discovering a product, process or a service is a very expensive investment. The profit
comes when the process is repeated, several times.
Repeatability is at the heart of any business system like ERPNext. We believe that small
and medium sized business will be greatly enhanced by using the some of the practices
embedded in ERPNext.
ERPNext is also an Open Source product and has been since 2009. The product and the
source code belongs to the community and we welcome software developers to have a look
at our code and implement it for their customers and expand the community.
Wish you all the best in your implementation process and we hope you will be an active
member of the ERPNext community.
Rushabh Mehta,
Founder
Web Notes Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
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Getting Things Done

Why use an ERP at all?
Small business are not so different from large ones. They contain most of the complexities
of a large business but with many more constraints. Small businesses have to communicate
with customers, do accounts, pay taxes, do payroll, manage timelines, deliver quality,
answer questions and keep everyone happy just like large businesses.
And to it efficiently.
Large businesses have the advantage of using advanced data systems to manage their
process efficiently. Small businesses typically struggle to keep things organized. They are
often using a mix of apps like spreadsheets, accounting software, web CRM etc to manage
but not everyone is on the same page. ERPNext changes that.
ERPNext helps small businesses get things done. Efficiently.
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What is ERPNext?

ERPNext helps you to manage all your business information in one application and use it
to manage operations and take decisions based on data.
Among other things, ERPNext will help you to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Track all Invoices and Payments.
Know what quantity of what product is available in stock.
Identify open customer queries.
Manage payroll.
Assign tasks and follow up on them.
Maintain a database of all your customers, suppliers and their contacts.
Prepare quotes.
Get reminders on maintenance schedules.
Publish you website.

And a lot lot lot more.
Info: What is an ERP? ERP means Enterprise Resource Planning and is a generic term
for all software that allows you to manage multiple business activities in one
application so that you don’t have to track multiple tools, spreadsheets or apps.

History: ERP was traditionally used in large corporations because large corporations
can’t run without one of them. The benefits to small companies are the same as they
are to the large ones. Everyone on the same page and all data in one place.
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Why Should I use ERPNext over X,Y or Z?
ERPNext is a modern accounting plus everything system and has many benefits over both
traditional accounting as well as ERP applications.

Benefits over traditional accounting software:
1. Do a lot more than just accounting!
Manage inventory, billing, quotes, leads,
payroll and much much more.
2. All data safe and in one place. Don’t keep
hunting for data when you need it across
spreadsheets and different computers.
3. Everyone on the same page. All users get
the same update data.
4. Stop repetitive work. Don’t enter the
same information from your word
processor to your accounting tool. Its all
integrated.
5. Keep track. Get the entire history of a
customer or a deal in one place.

Benefits over big ERPs
1. $$$ - Save money.
2. Easier to configure. Big ERPs are notoriously hard to setup and will ask you a zillion
questions before you can do something meaningful.
3. Easier to use. Modern web like user interface will keep your users happy and in familiar
territory.
4. Open Source. This software is always free and you can host it anywhere you like.
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Open Source
ERPNext is Open Source and you are free to
peek into the source code, copy it, host it on
your own, tweak it and submit your updates
back to the community.
ERPNext is available under the GNU General
Public License. This license means that all
derivative works must also have the same
license and must also be Open Source!

License in the ERPNext Source Code.
ERPNext - Web Based, Open Source ERP
Copyright (C) 2012 Web Notes Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.
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Getting Involved
We would love to get you involved in the ERPNext Community. There are currently two
online forums where we hang out.

Users and Companies
If you are an end user (and a nongeek) this is where you can join.
http://groups.google.com/group/
erpnext-user-forum
How can I contribute?
1. Share your ideas, annoyances and
queries.
2. Ask questions.
3. Help out new users.
4. Spread the word.
5. Send customization requests.

Developers
For all geeks, developers and martians, the forum to join is:
http://groups.google.com/group/erpnext-developer-forum
How can I contribute?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use it yourself (first!).
Fork ERPNext on GitHub (https://github.com/webnotes/erpnext)
Post bugs reports.
Fix bugs and make new features.
Send pull requests.
Customize (and get paid) for helping out customer who need to customize.
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Setting Up ERPNext
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Before we start.
We have seem dozens of ERP implementations over the past few years and we realize that
successful implementations are a lot about intangibles and attitude.

The Benefits come Later
ERPs are not required.
Like exercise.
Human body does not require to be exercised today or maybe tomorrow, but in the long
run, if you wish to maintain your body and its health, you should get on the treadmill.
In the same way, ERPs improve the health of your organization over a long run by keep it
fit and efficient. The more you delay putting things in order, the more time you lose and
the closer you get to a major disaster.
So when you start implementing an ERP, keep your sight on the long term benefits. Like
exercise, its painful in the short run, but will do wonders if you stay on course.
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The Champion

ERP means organization wide change and it does not happen without effort. Every change
requires a champion and its the duty of the champion to organize and energize the entire
team towards implementation. The champion is all the fall guy (or fall gal) incase
something goes wrong and hence needs to be resilient. Who becomes a champion without
putting effort anyways?
In many organizations we have seen, the champion is most often the owner or a senior
manager. Occasionally, the champion is an outsider who is hired for the purpose.
In either case, you must identify your champion first.
Most likely its you!
Energized? Lets Begin!
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Implementation Steps
Before you start managing your Operations in EPRNext, you must first become familiar
with the system and the terms used. For this we recommend implementation should
happen in two phases. A Test Phase, where you enter dummy records representing your
day to day transactions and a Live Phase, where we start entering live data.

Test Phase
1. Read the Manual
2. Create your first Customer, Supplier and Item. Add a few more so you get familiar.
3. Create Customer Groups, Item Groups, Warehouses, Supplier Groups so that
you can classify your Items.
4. Complete a standard sales cycle - Lead > Opportunity > Quotation > Sales Order
> Delivery Note > Sales Invoice > Payment (Journal Voucher)
5. Complete a standard purchase cycle - Purchase Request > Purchase Order >
Purchase Receipt > Payment (Journal Voucher).
6. Complete a manufacturing cycle (if applicable) - BOM > Production Planning Tool
> Production Order > Stock Entry (issue) > Stock Entry (back-flush)

Live Phase
1. Clean up the account of test data.
2. Setup all the modules with Customer Groups, Item Groups, Warehouses, BOMs
etc.
3. Import Customers, Suppliers, Items, Contacts and Addresses using Data
Import Tool.
4. Import opening stock using Stock Reconciliation Tool.
5. Create opening accounting entries via Journal Voucher and create outstanding
Sales Invoices and Purchase Invoices.
Go Live!
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Your first screen
After a successful sign-up / installation of ERPNext, on your first sign-in, you will be
shown a form to fill.

This form will create your first Company and Fiscal Year (accounting or financial year)
record. You can create other Companies later.
This will also set the default Currency and time zone for your account. Once your
complete this, your first Company and Chart of Accounts will be created.
The next step is to configure your Chart of Accounts.
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Chart of Accounts

The Chart of Accounts forms the blueprint of your organization. The overall structure of
your Chart of Accounts is based on a system of double entry accounting that has become
a standard all over the world to quantify how a company is doing financially.
The Chart of Accounts helps you answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your organization worth?
How much debt have you taken?
How much profit you are making (and hence paying tax)?
How much is are you selling?
How are your expenses broken up?

As you can see, it is very valuable to you as a business manager to see how well your
business is doing.
Tip: If you can’t read a Balance Sheet (I confess it took me a long time to figure this
out) its a good opportunity to start learning about this. It will be worth the effort. You
can also take the help of your accountant to setup your Chart of Accounts.
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To edit your Chart of Accounts in ERPNext go to:
Accounts > Chart of Accounts

Chart of Accounts is a tree view of the names of the Accounts (Ledgers and Groups)
that a Company requires to manage its books of accounts. ERPNext sets up a simple chart
of accounts for each Company you create, but you have to modify it according to your
needs and legal requirements.

For each company, Chart of Accounts signifies the way to classify the accounting
entries, mostly based on statutory (tax, compliance to government regulations)
requirements.
Let us understand the main groups of the Chart of Accounts.

Balance Sheet Accounts
The Balance Sheet has Application of Funds (Assets) and Sources of Funds (Liabilities)
that signify the net-worth of your company at any given time. When you begin or end a
financial period, all the Assets are equal to the Liabilities.
Accounting: If you are new to accounting, you might be wondering, how can Assets
be equal to Liabilities? That would mean the company has nothing of its own. Thats
right. All the “investment” made in the company to buy assets (like land, furniture,
machines) is made by the owners and is a liability to the company. If the company
would to shut down, it would need to sell all the assets and pay back all the liabilities
(including profits) to the owners, leaving itself with nothing.
All the accounts under this represent an asset owned by company like "Bank Account",
"Land and Property", "Furniture" or a liability (funds that the company owes to others) like
"Owners funds", "Debt" etc.
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Two special accounts to note here are Accounts Receivable (money you have to collect from
your customers) and Accounts Payable (money you have to pay to your suppliers) under
Assets and Liabilities respectively.

Profit and Loss Accounts
Profit and Loss is the group of Income and Expense accounts that represent your
accounting transactions over a period.
Unlike Balance sheet accounts, Profit and Loss accounts (or PL accounts) do not represent
net worth (assets), but rather the amount of money spent and collected in servicing
customers during the period. Hence at the beginning and end of your Fiscal Year, they
become zero.
(On the first day of the year you have not made any profit or loss, but you still have assets,
hence balance sheet accounts never become zero at the beginning or end of a period)

Groups and Ledgers
There are two main kinds of Accounts in ERPNext - Group and Ledger. Groups can have
sub-groups and ledgers within them, whereas ledgers are the leaf nodes of your chart and
cannot be further classified.
Accounting Transactions can only be made against Ledger Accounts (not Groups)
Info: The term "Ledger" means a page in an accounting book where entries are made.
There is usually one ledger for each account (like a Customer or a Supplier).

Note: An Account “Ledger” is also sometimes called as Account “Head”.

Other Account Types
In ERPNext, you can also specify more information when you create a new Account, this
is there to help you select that particular account in a scenario like Bank Account or a Tax
Account and has no affect on the Chart itself.
You can also tag if an account represents a Customer, Supplier or Employee in
"Master Type".

Creating / Editing Accounts
To create new Accounts, explore your Chart of Accounts and click on an Account
group under which you want to create the new Account. On the right side, you will see a
options to “Edit” or “Add” a new Account.
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Option to create will only appear if you click on a Group (folder) type Account.
ERPNext creates a standard structure for you when the Company is created but it is up to
you to modify or add or remove accounts.
Reference: Typically, you might want to create Accounts for
1.
2.
3.
4.

Types of Expenses (travel, salaries, telephone etc) under Expenses.
Taxes (VAT, Sales Tax etc based on your country) under Current Liabilities.
Types of Sales (for example, Product Sales, Service Sales etc.) under Income.
Types of Assets (building, machinery, furniture etc.) under Fixed Assets.
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Chart of Cost Centers
Your Chart of Accounts is mainly for reporting your information for governmental
purposes and less for how you business actually performs. Though you can tweak it a bit to
resemble your business.
Most businesses have multiple activities
like different product lines, market
segments, areas of business that share
some common overheads but should ideally
have their own structure to report whether
they are profitable or not. For this purpose,
there is an alternate structure, called the
Chart of Cost Centers.
You can create a tree of Cost Centers to
represent your business better. Each
Income / Expense entry is also tagged
against a Cost Center. For example, if you
have two types of sales:
• Walk-in Sales
• Online Sales
You may not have shipping expenses for your walk-in customers, and no shop-rent for
your online customers. If you want to get the profitability of each of these separately, you
create the two as Cost Centers and you can mark all sales as either "Walk-in" or "Online"
and also all your purchases in the same way.
So when you do your analysis you can get a better idea which side of your business is doing
better. Since ERPNext has option to add multiple Companies, you can create Cost
Centers for each Company and manage it separately.
To setup your Chart of Cost Centers go to:
Accounts > Chart of Cost Centers

Cost centers help you in one more activity, budgeting.
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Budgeting
ERPNext will help you set and manage budgets on your Cost Centers. This is useful
when, for example, you are doing online sales and you have a budget for search ads and
you want ERPNext to stop or warn you from over spending based on that budget.
Budgets are also great for planning purposes. When you are making your plans for the next
financial year, you would typically target a revenue and based on that you would set your
expenses. Setting a budget will ensure that your expenses do not get out of hand at any
point based on your plans.
You can define it in the Cost Center. If you have seasonal sales you can also define a
budget distribution that the budget will follow.

Budget Actions
ERPNext allows you to either:
1. Stop.
2. Warn or,
3. Ignore
if you exceed budgets.
These can be defined from the Company record.
Even if you choose to “ignore” budget overruns, you will get a
wealth of information from the “Budget vs Actual” variance
report.
Note: When you set a budget, it has to be set per Account under the Cost Center.
For example if you have a Cost Center “Online Sales”, you can restrict “Advertising
Budget” by creating a row with that Account and defining the amount.
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Foundations

Items, Customers and Suppliers form the foundation of any ERP system.

Items
(Products or Services)

Suppliers

+

Customers

Magic

Value Flow in a Business
It is very likely you will have your masters ready in another system or a spread sheet and
you would just need to import them. Before importing, it might be a good idea to
understand how ERPNext treats them a bit first.
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Items
An Item is simply a product or service you sell or buy from your Customers or
Suppliers. ERPNext is optimized for itemized management of your sales and purchase
though you can skip creating Items. If you are in services, you can create an Item for each
service that your offer.

Items are mandatory if you want to track inventory.

Naming Items
This is a complex topic [coming up next]. In ERPNext you can use item codes or names. If
you do not want to codify, you can keep the item name and item code as the same.

Item Groups
ERPNext allows you to classify items into groups. This will help you in getting reports
about various classes of items and also help in cataloging your items for the website.
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Warehouses

In ERPNext you can create Warehouses to identify where your Items reside.
There are two main Warehouse Types that are significant in ERPNext.
1. Stores: These are where your incoming Items are kept before they are consumed or
sold. You can have as many “Stores” type Warehouses as you wish. Stores type
warehouses are significant because if you set an Item for automatic re-order, ERPNext
will check its quantities in all “Stores” type Warehouses when deciding whether to reorder or not.
2. Asset: Items marked as type “Fixed Asset” are maintained in Asset Type
Warehouses. This helps you separate them for the Items that are consumed as a part
of your regular operations or “Cost of Goods Sold”.
Tip: You can create as many Warehouses as you want. You can also create a separate
Warehouse for each rack.
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Item Properties
Here is a detailed discussion of all item properties
Item Name

Actual name of the Item. This will appear in the prints of
various transactions.

Description

Item description (will be automatically updated in
transactions).

Item Group

Item group is used to categorize items on various criteria.

Brand

Item Brand (master)
Inventory Settings

UoM

Unit of Measure (for example Units, Nos, Kg, Hours).

Stock Item

Maintain stock for this Item. If yes, Stock Ledger Entry will
be made for each transaction of this item.

Valuation Method

There are two options for maintain valuation of stock. FIFO
(first in - first out) and Moving Average. See next section for
more discussion on valuation methods.

Default Warehouse

Warehouse automatically selected in your transactions

Allowance Percentage

This is the percent by which you will be allowed to over-bill,
over-delivery this Item. If not set, it will take it from the
Global Defaults.

Re-order Level

If the quantity of this Item falls below the Projected
Quantity, the system will raise an automatic Purchase
Request.

Minimum Order
Quantity

Minimum quantity for which a Purchase Request / Purchase
Order must be made.

Is Asset Item

If “Yes”, this Item will only be allowed to be transacted in
“Fixed Asset” type of Warehouses.

Has Batch No

If “Yes”, all material transactions of this Item must be tagged
with a Batch.

Has Serial No

If “Yes”, all material transactions of this Item must be tagged
with a Serial Number.

Warranty Period

If set, the warranty period in a Serial Number will
automatically be set from the Sales Invoice.

End of Life

If set, this will be set in the Serial Number from the
Purchase Invoice and the Serial Number will not be
available for Sale.
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Purchase Settings
Is Purchase Item

If “Yes”, this Item will be available in Purchase Requests
and Purchase Orders.

Lead Time

Days it usually takes for the Supplier to deliver the Item. If
set, this will automatically be set in your Purchase Orders.

Default Expense
Account

This Account will be set automatically in Purchase Invoice
when this Item is purchased.

Default Cost Center

This Cost Center will be automatically be set in Purchase
Invoice.

Buying Cost

Moving average buying cost updated from Purchase Orders.

Last Purchase Rate

Rate of the last updated Purchase Order.

Standard Rate

Standard Purchase Rate of the Item.

Manufacturer

Name of the Manufacturer

Manufacturer Part No

Part number of the Manufacturer

Supplier and Supplier
Part Number

If you update this table, it will help you to quickly search
Items via your Supplier Part Number.

Units of Measure

If you buy this Item in a different unit than you stock, you can
add the buying unit and its conversion rate.
For example, you may by a certain item in Kgs, repackage it
and sell, stock it or consume it in “Packs”. So your Stock UoM
is “Pack” and Purchase UoM is “Kg” and say one 1 Kg = 10
Packs, set your conversion factor to 10.
Sales Settings

Is Sales Item

If “Yes”, allow this Item to be sold.

Is Service Item

If “Yes”, allow this Item in “Service” type Sales Orders.

Allow Samples

Allow this Item to be bought or sold at zero value.

Show in Website

List this Item in the Website (see Website chapter for more
details).

Website Image

Select your website image from attached images.

Max Discount

Maximum Discount allowed on this Item.

Default Income
Account

The Account that will be automatically selected for this Item
in the Sales Invoice.

Default Cost Center

The Cost Center that will be automatically selected for this
Item in the Sales Invoice.
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Item Price

See the next section for more details.
Manufacturing Settings

Allow Bill of Materials

Allow this Item to have a Bill of Materials.

Allow Production
Order

Allow this Item to be produced using Production Order.

Is Subcontracted Item

If “Yes”, this Item will be allowed to be subcontracted to
Suppliers.
This means that you will purchase (and / or process) this Item
and then give it to a Supplier for further Processing.

Item Taxes
These settings are only required if this particular Item has a different tax rate than what is
the rate defined in the standard tax Account.
For example, you have a tax Account, “VAT 10%” and this particular item is exempted from
this tax, then you select “VAT 10%” in the first column, and set “0” as the tax rate in the
second column.

Inspection
1. Inspection Required: If an incoming inspection (at the time of delivery from the
Supplier) is mandatory for this Item, mention “Inspection Required” as “Yes”. The
system will ensure that a Quality Inspection will be prepared and approved before a
Purchase Receipt is submitted.
2. Inspection Criterial: If a Quality Inspection is prepared for this Item, then this
template of criteria can will automatically be updated in the Quality Inspection table
of the Quality Inspection.
Examples of Criteria are: Weight, Length, Finish etc.
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Item Pricing and Price Lists
ERPNext lets you maintain multiple selling prices for an Item using Price Lists. A Price
List is a name you can give to a set of Item prices.
Why would you want Price Lists? You have
different prices for different zones (based on the
shipping costs), for different currencies etc.

To create a new Price List. Go to
Selling > Setup > Price List

To update prices, you will need to attach a CSV file with three columns:
1. Item Code
2. Price
3. Currency
Just upload the file and click on “Update Prices”. This will update all the Prices in the Item
Master.
If you want to reset the prices, just remove the attachment and download the template
again. You will get all the latest prices and you can edit and re-upload them.
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How are Items Valued?
One of the major features of any inventory system is that you can find out the value of any
item based on its historic or average price. You can also find the value of all your items for
your balance sheet. Why is valuation important?
1. The buying price fluctuates.
2. The value changes because of some process
(value add).
3. The value changes because of decay, loss
etc.
You may encounter these terms, so lets clarify:
1. Rate: Rate at which the transaction takes
place.
2. Valuation Rate: Rate at which the items
value is set for your valuation.
There are two major ways in which ERPNext values your items.
1. FIFO (First In First Out): In this system, ERPNext assumes that you will consume /
sell those Items first that you bought first. For example, if you buy an Item at price X
and then after a few days at price Y. So when sell your Item, ERPNext will reduce the
quantity of the Item priced at X first and then Y.
IN

OUT

2. Moving Average: In this method, ERPNext assumes that the value of the item at any
point is the average price of the units of that Item in stock. For example, if the value of
an Item is X in a Warehouse with quantity Y and another quantity Y1 is added to the
Warehouse at cost X1, the new value X2 would be:
New Value X2 = (X * Y + X1 * Y1) / (Y + Y1)

Negative Stock
FIFO is the more accurate system of the two but has a disadvantage. You cannot have
negative stock in FIFO. This means that you cannot make forward transactions that
would make your stock negative. Why is this? Because sequences are so important to FIFO,
you cannot track the value of the stock if it does not exist!
In Moving Average, since each item has an “average” value, the value of the negative stock
is also based on this “average”.
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Serial Numbers and Batches
In scenarios where you may have to track individual units or batches of Items you sell,
ERPNext allows you to manage Serial Numbers and Batches.
Why is this useful?
1. To track warranty and returns.
2. To trace individual Items incase they are recalled
by the Supplier.
3. To manage expiry.
In ERPNext, Serial Number and Batch are separate
entities and all stock transactions for Items that serialized or batches must be tagged with
either the Batch or Serial Number.

Important: Once you mark an item as serialized or batched or neither, you cannot
change it after you have make any stock entry.
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To Codify or Not To Codify

If you already have a running business with a number of physical items, you would have
probably coded your items. If you have not, you have a choice. We recommend you should
codify, but its your call.
Item codification is always a sensitive topic and wars have been fought on this (not joking).
In our experience, when you have items that cross a certain size, life without codification is
a nightmare.

Benefits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Standard way of naming things.
Less likely to have duplicates.
Explicit definition.
Help you quickly find if a similar item exists.
Item names get longer and longer as more types get introduced. Codes are shorter.

Pain
1. You have to remember the codes!
2. Harder for new team members to pick up.
3. You have to create new codes all the time.
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Example
You should have a simple manual / cheat-sheet to codify your items instead of just
numbering them sequentially. Each letter should mean something. Here is an example:
If your business involves wooden furniture, then you may codify as follows:
Item Codification Summary Sheet
(SAMPLE)
First letter: "Material"

Third letter: "Size"

- W - Wood
- H - Hardware
- G - Glass
- U - Upholstery
- P - Plastic

- 0 - less than 1mm
- 1 - 1mm - 5mm
- 2 - 5mm - 10mm
- 3 - 10mm - 10cm

Second Letter: "Type"
For Wood:

For Hardware:

- S - Sheet
- B - Bar
- L - L-section
- M - Molded
- R - Round

- S - Screw
- N - Nut
- W - Washer
- B - Bracket

The last few letters could be sequential. So by looking at code **WM304** - you know its a
wooden molding less than 10cm in size

Standardization
If you have more than one person naming items, the style of naming items will change for
everyone. Sometimes, even for one person, he or she may forget how did they name the
item and may create a duplicate name _"Wooden Sheet 3mm" or "3mm Sheet of Wood"?_

Rationalizing
It is a good practice to have minimum varieties of items so that you keep minimum stock,
housekeeping is simpler etc. When you are planning a new product and you want to know
if you are already purchasing a part in some other product, the item codes will help you
quickly determine if you are using a similar raw material in another product.

Summary
We believe if you do this small investment, it will help you rationalize things as your
business grows, though its okay not to codify if you have less than 100 / 200 items!
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Sales BOM: Grouping Items
Many times you bundle Items together and sell them as
one Item. For example, if you are in the laptop business,
you may bundle a backpack with a new high-end laptop.
ERPNext treats this as a unique Item and is managed via
a Sales BOM (BOM is for Bill-of-Materials).
You make a Sales BOM when:
1. You bundle Items together as one Item, but you stock
them separately.
2. The Items can also be sold separately.
3. At the time of shipping, you make a “packet” and need
to know what to put in the packet.
To make a Sales BOM Item, go to:
Selling > Sales BOM (sidebar) > New Sales BOM

In the Sales BOM form:
1. Create a new “Item Code” for your Sales BOM. ERPNext will create a new Item for
you, with the name and description you set.
2. Set your Items in the “Items” table.
To update the Price List of the new Item, select the Price List and Currency and click
on “Update Prices”
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Customers

You can either directly create your Customers via
Selling > Customer

or upload it via the Data Import Tool.
In your normal operations, you can also create Customers from Leads.
Note: Customers are separate from Contacts and Addresses. A Customer can
have multiple Contacts and Addresses.
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Contacts and Addresses
Contacts and Addresses in ERPNext are
stored separately so that you can attach
multiple Contacts or Addresses to
Customers and Suppliers.
To add a Contact or Address directly from
the Customer record, click on “New Contact”
or “New Address”.

Tip: When you select a Customer in any transaction, one Contact and Address gets
pre-selected. This is the “Default Contact or Address”. So make sure you set your
defaults correctly!
To Import multiple Contacts and Addresses from a spreadsheet, use the Data Import
Tool.

Integration with Accounts
In ERPNext, there is a separate Account record for each Customer, for each Company.
When you create a new Customer, ERPNext will automatically create an Account
Ledger for the Customer under “Accounts Receivable” in the Company set in the
Customer record.
Advanced Tip: If you want to change the Account Group under which the
Customer Account is created, you can set it in the Company master.
If you want to create an Account in another Company, just change the Company value
and “Save” the Customer again.

Customer Settings
1. You can link a Price List to a Customer (select “Default Price List”), so that when
you select that Customer, the Price List will be automatically selected.
2. You can set “Credit Days” so that it is automatically set in the Sales Invoices made
against this Customer.
3. You can set how much credit you want to allow for a Customer by adding the “Credit
Limit”. You can also set a global “Credit Limit” in the Company master.
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Classifying Customers
ERPNext allows you to group your Customers and also divide them into Territories.
Grouping will help you get better analysis of your data and identify what Customers are
profitable and which are not and Territories will help you set sales targets for the
territories.

Customer Group
You can group your Customers so that you can get trend analysis for each group.
Typically Customers are grouped by market segment (that is usually based on your
domain).
Tip: If you think all this is too much effort, you can leave it at “Default Customer Group”.
But all this effort, will pay off when you start getting reports.

Territory
If your business operates in
multiple Territories (could be
countries, states or cities) it is
usually a great idea to build your
structure in the system. Once you
group your Customers by
Territories, you can set annual
targets for each Item Group and
get reports that will show your
actual performance in the territory
v/s what you had planned.

Sales Person
Sales Persons behave exactly like Territories. You can great an organization chart of
Sales Persons where each Sales Person’s target can be set individually. Again as in
Territory, the target has to be set against Item Group.

Sales Partner
A Sales Partner is a third party distributor / dealer / commission agent / affiliate /
reseller who sells the companies products, for a commission. This is useful if you make the
end sale to the Customer, involving your Sales Partner.
If you sell to your Sales Partner who in-turn sells it to the Customer, then you must
make a Customer instead.
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Suppliers
Suppliers are companies or individuals who
provide you products or services. They are treated
in exactly the same manner as Customers in
ERPNext.
1. Separate Account Ledgers are created for the
Supplier in the Company under “Accounts
Payable”.
2. You can have multiple Addresses and
Contacts for Suppliers.
3. Suppliers are categorized as Supplier
Type.
4. If you set “Credit Days”, this will automatically
set the due date in Purchase Invoices.

You can create a new Supplier via
Buying > Supplier > New Supplier

or importing from the Data Import Tool
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Setting up Taxes

One of the primary motivator for compulsory use of accounting tools is calculation of
Taxes. You may or may not make money but your government will (to help your country be
safe and prosperous). And if you don’t do your taxes correctly, they get very unhappy. Ok,
philosophy aside, ERPNext allows you to make configurable tax templates that you can
apply to your sales or purchase.

Tax Accounts
For Tax Accounts that you want to use in the tax templates, you must mention them as
type “Tax” in your Chart of Accounts.

Sales Taxes and Charges Master
You must usually collect taxes from your Customer and pay them to the government. At
times there may be multiple taxes for multiple government bodies like local government,
state or provincial and federal or central government.
The way ERPNext sets up taxes is via templates. Other types of charges that you may apply
to your invoices (like shipping, insurance etc.) can also be configured as taxes.
To create a new sales tax template called Sales Taxes and Charges Master, you have to
go to:
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Selling > Setup (sidebar) > Sales Taxes and Charge Master

When you create a new master, you will have to add a row for each tax type.
The tax rate you define here will be the standard tax rate for all Items. If there are Items
that have different rates, they must be added in the Item Tax table in the Item master.
In each row, you have to mention:
1. Calculation Type:
1. This can be on net total (that is your basic amount).
2. On previous row total / amount (for cumulative taxes or charges). If you select this
option, the tax will be applied as a percentage of the previous row (in the tax table)
amount or total.
3. Actual (as mentioned).
2. Account Head: The Account ledger under which this tax will be booked
3. Cost Center: If the tax / charge is an income (like shipping) it needs to be booked
against a Cost Center.
4. Description: Description of the tax (that will be printed in invoices / quotes).
5. Rate: Tax rate.
6. Amount: Tax amount.
7. Total: Cumulative total to this point.
8. Enter Row: If based on "Previous Row Total" you can select the row number which will
be taken as a base for this calculation (default is the previous row).
9. Is this Tax included in Basic Rate?: If you check this, it means that this tax will not be
shown below the item table, but will be included in the rate in your main item table.
This is useful where you want give a flat price (inclusive of all taxes) price to your
customers.
Once your setup your template, you can now select this in your sales transactions.

Purchase Taxes and Charges Master
Similar to your Sales Taxes and Charges Master is the Purchase Taxes and
Charges Master.
This is the tax template that you can use in your Purchase Orders and Purchase
Invoices. If you have value added taxes (VAT), where you pay to the government the
difference between your incoming and outgoing taxes, you can select the same Account
that you use for sales taxes.
The columns in this table are similar to the Sales Taxes and Charges Master with the
difference as follows:
Consider Tax or Charge for: In this section you can specify if the tax / charge is only
for valuation (not a part of total) or only for total (does not add value to the item) or for
both.
Tip: If you find it too confusing to setup taxes right now. Skip this and come back
again when you start making your Quotations / Sales Orders or Invoices.
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Document Naming Series
Data records are broadly classified as “Master” or “Transaction”. A master record is a
record that has a “name”, for example a Customer, Item, Supplier, Employee etc. A
Transaction is a record that has a “number”. Examples of transactions include Sales
Invoices, Quotations etc. You make transactions against a number of master records.
ERPNext allows you to make prefixes to your transactions, with each prefix forming its
own series. For example a series with prefix INV12 will have numbers INV120001,
INV120002 and so on.
You can have multiple series for all your transactions. It is common to have a separate
series for each financial year. For example in Sales Invoice you could have:
1. INV120001
2. INV120002
3. INV-A-120002
etc.
You could also have a separate
series for each type of Customer
or for each of your retail outlets.

To setup a series, go to:
Setup > Customize ERPNext > Numbering Series

In this form,
1. Select the transaction for which you want to make the series
2. The system will update the current series in the text box.
3. Edit the the series as you want with unique prefixes for each series. Each prefix must be
on a new line.
4. The first prefix will be the default prefix. If you want the user to explicitly select a series
instead of the default one, check the “User must always select” check box.
You can also update the starting point for a series by entering the series name and the
starting point in the “Update Series” section.
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Email Settings
Emails are the nervous system of business
communication and ERPNext has been designed to
make good use of this.

Sending Emails
You can email any document from the system, by
click on the “Email” button in the right sidebar.
Before that you will need to set your outgoing email
settings (SMTP server).
All emails sent from the system are added to the
Communication table.
Info: What is SMTP? There are two types of email services, sending and receiving
emails. Sending is done via a protocol called SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)
and the server (computer) that sends your email to its destination is called and SMTP
Server.

Info: Bulk Emails: Bulk Emails, especially those that are sent without consent (spam),
are considered as bad behavior. While it may be okay to send emails to those who have
“opted-in” to receive mails, it is very difficult for the internet community to know what
is spam and what is allowed. To overcome this problem, most email servers share a
black and whitelist of email senders. If your emails have been marked as spam, you will
be blacklisted. So be careful. Many times, it may be a good idea to send email via
whitelisted services also called SMTP relay services that are paid services. These
services will block you from sending spam while ensuring that most of your email does
not go in the spam folder. There are many such services available like SendGrid and
SMTP.com
To setup your outgoing mails, go to
Setup > Email and Notifications > Email Settings

Set your outgoing mail server settings here. These are the same settings you would use in
your Outlook, Thunderbird, Apple Mail or other such email applications. If you are not
sure, get in touch with your email service provider.
Tip: If you are using EPRNext hosted service, keep the first section blank. Emails will
still be sent from your email id, but via our SMTP relay service.
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Creating Support Tickets from Incoming Emails
A very useful email integration is to sync the incoming emails from support inbox into
Support Ticket, so that you can track, assign and monitor support issues.
Case Study: Here are ERPNext, we have regularly tracking incoming support issues
via email at “support@erpnext.com”. At the time of writing we have answered more
than 3000 tickets via this system.
To setup your Support integration, go to:
Setup > Email and Notifications > Email Settings > Incoming Mail Settings

1. To make ERPNext pull emails from your mail box, enter the POP3 settings. (POP3 is a
way of extracting emails from your mailbox. It should be fairly easy to find out what
your POP3 settings are. If you have problems, contact your email service provider).
2. If you want to setup an auto reply, check on the “Send Autoreply” box and when ever
someone sends an email, an autoreply will be sent.
3. Add a custom signature you want to send with your replies.

Setting Auto-notification on Documents
ERPNext allows you to automatically email documents on “Submission” to the contact
mentioned in the document. To set this up, go to:
Setup > Email and Notifications > Auto-notifications

Check on the transactions you want to send via email directly on Submission and add a
custom message if you want on these documents.

Email Digests
Email Digests allow you to get regular updates about
your sales, expenses and other critical numbers
directly in your Inbox.
Set your frequency, check all the items you want to
receive in your weekly update and select the user ids
who you want to send the Digest to.
Email Digests are a great way for top managers to
keep track of the big numbers like “Sales Booked” or
“Amount Collected” or “Invoices Raised” etc.
To setup Email Digests, go to:
Setup > Email and Notifications > Email Digests > New Email Digest
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Users, Roles and Permissions
ERPNext has a role-based permission system, which means that you can assign Roles to
Users and permissions on Roles.

Users (Profile)
Each ERPNext user has a Profile. The Profile contains the user’s email and authentication
and can be set from:
Setup > Users and Permissions > Users

Adding a new User
To add a new user, click on “Add” button and enter the
user’s
1.
2.
3.
4.

Email Id
First Name
Last Name
Password

An invitation email will will be sent to the user with the
login details.

Setting Roles
ERPNext comes with a bunch of predefined roles. Each
role comes with predefined permissions. See the Preset
Permission Chart to find out what permission each
roles comes with.
After creating the User, you can add / remove Roles
for that User by clicking on “Roles” button. To find out
what permission each role has, click on the “?” sign next to the Role.
You can also create new Roles as you wish via
Document > Role

Security Settings
1. Enabling / disabling users: You can enable or disable users. Disabled users will not be
able to log in.
2. Setting login time: If login time is set, users can only log-in within the defined hours as
per your timezone.
3. Change Password: You can update the user’s password by setting the password field.
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Permissions
ERPNext has a very powerful permission structure that will allow you to set permissions
right up to the field level.
Permissions are applied on:
1. Roles: As we saw earlier, Users are assigned to Roles and it is on these Roles that
permission rules are applied.
2. Document Types: Each type of document, master or
transaction, has a separate list of Role based
permission.
3. Document Stages: Permissions are applied on each
stage of the document like on Creation, Saving,
Submission, Cancellation and Amendment.
4. Permission “Levels”: In each document, you can
group fields by “levels”. Each group of field is
denoted by a unique number (1,2,3 etc.). A separate
set of permission rules can be applied to each field
group. By default all fields are of level 0.
5. “Match Rules” Based on certain properties of the
document and the user: This can be used in cases
where, for example, you have multiple Companies or
sales persons in different Territories and you want to restrict each User to only view
documents relating to the User’s Company or Territory etc. It is also called “match”
rules. When you define a “match” rule, the User will only be allowed to access (or
write) the document if the User has one or more such values (e.g. Company,
Territories) and the document has the same values.
For example, if you have set a match rule on Sales Order for a particular Role based
on “territory”, then all users of that Role will only be allowed to view Sales Orders of
that Territory. Let us walk through an example.
ERPNext comes with pre-set permission rules that you can change anytime by going to
Setup > Users and Permissions > Permission Manager
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Using the Permission Manager
The Permission Manager is an easy way to set / unset permission rules. The
Permission Manager allows you to monitor rules per Document Type.
When you select a document type from the drop-down. You will see the rules that have
already been applied.
1. To add a new rule, click on “Add a New Rule” button and a pop-up box will ask you to
select a Role and a Permission Level. Once you select this and click on “Add”, this will
add a new row to your rules table.
2. To edit rules, just check or uncheck the boxes relating the the permission level and Role
and click on “Update”.
3. To delete a rule, just uncheck all the boxes of the row and click on “Update”
4. To set “match” rules, select the drop-down in the last column.
For example, you want to restrict Users of Role “Sales User” by Territories in Sales
Order.
1. Select Sales Order in “Set Permissions For”
2. In the row for Role “Sales User”, in the last column “Restrict By”, select “territory”.
3. To assign Territories to Users, click on “Set Users / Roles”
4. In the popup box,
1. In the “Who” column, select “Profile” and the User you want to assign the
Territory to
2. In the “Is allowed if territory equals” column, select the Territory you want to
assign to this user.
3. Click on “Add”
5. In the same way, add a row for each user.
Note 1: The “match” rules apply to all documents that you have matched by
Territory.

Note 2: You can set multiple rules for the same User. In this example, you can set a
User to access more than one Territories.
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Managing Operations using ERPNext
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Selling

Selling is that the communication that happens with the customer the prior to and during
the sale. You might be managing all the communication yourself or you may have a small
team of sales people to handle this. ERPNext helps you track the communication leading
up to the sale, by keeping all your documents in an organized and searchable manner.
ERPNext helps you track business Opportunities from Leads and Customers, send
them Quotations and make confirmed Sales Orders.

Lead

Opportunity

Quotation

Sales Order

The Sales Process
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Lead
To get the customer through the door, you may be doing all or any of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Listing your product on directories.
Maintaining an updated and searchable website.
Meeting people at trade events.
Advertising your product or service.

When you send out the word that you are around and
have something valuable offer, people will come in to
check out your product. These are your Leads.
They are called Leads because they may lead you to
sale. Sales people usually work on leads by calling them,
building a relationship and sending information about
your products or services. It is important to track all
this conversation so that in case another person has to
follow-up that person knows the history of this Lead.
To create a Lead, go to:
Selling > Lead > New Lead

ERPNext gives you a lot of options you may want to store about your Leads. For example
what is the source, how likely are they to give you business etc. If you have a healthy
number of leads, this information will help you prioritize who you want to work on.
Tip: ERPNext makes it easy to follow-up on leads by updating the “Next Contact”
details. This will add a new event in the Calendar for the User who has to contact the
lead next.

Info: Difference between Lead, Contact and Customer
The difference is that a Lead is a potential Customer, someone who can give you
business. A Customer is an organization or individual who has given you business
before (and has an Account in your system). A Contact is a person who belongs to
the Customer.
A Lead can be converted to a Customer by clicking on the “Create Customer” button.
Once the Customer is created, the Lead becomes “Converted” and any further
Opportunities from the same source can be created against the Customer.
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Opportunity
When you know a Lead is looking for some products or services to buy, you can track that
as an Opportunity.

You can create an Opportunity from:
Selling > Opportunity > New Opportunity

or open a “Open” Lead and click on “Create Opportunity” button.
An Opportunity can also come from an existing Customer. You can create multiple
Opportunities against the same Lead. In Opportunity, apart from the Communication,
you can also add the Items for which the Lead or Contact is looking for.
Best Practice: Leads and Opportunities are often referred as your “Sales Pipeline”
this is what you need to track if you want to be able to predict how much business you
are going to get in the future. Its always a good idea to be able to track what is coming
so that you can adjust your resources.
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Quotation
During a sale, the customer may want you to give a written note about the products or
services you are planning to offer along with the prices and other terms of engagement.
This is called a “Proposal” or an “Estimate” or a “Pro Forma Invoice”or a Quotation.
To create a new Quotation go to:
Selling > Quotation > New Quotation

A Quotation contains details about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Who is the recipient of the Quotation.
The Items and quantities you are offering.
The rates at which they are offered.
The taxes applicable.
Other charges (like shipping, insurance) if they are applicable.
The validity of contract.
The time of delivery.
Other conditions.

Tip: Images look great on Quotations. To add images to your Quotations, attach
the corresponding image in the Item master.

Print View of a Standard Format Quotation with Images
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Rates
The rates you quote may depend on two things.
1. The Price List: If you have multiple Price Lists, you can select a Price List or tag it
to the Customer (so that it is auto-selected). Your Item prices will automatically be
updated from the Price List.
2. The Currency: If you are quoting to a Customer in a different currency, you will have
to update the conversion rates so that ERPNext will also save the information in your
standard Currency. This will help you to analyze the value of your Quotations in
reports in your standard Currency.

Taxes
To add taxes to your Quotation, you can either select a tax template, Sales Taxes and
Charges Master or add the taxes on your own.
You can add taxes in the same manner as the Sales Taxes and Charges Master.

Terms and Conditions
Each Quotation must ideally contain a set of terms of your contract. It is usually a good
idea to make templates of your Terms and Conditions, so that you have a standard set
of terms. You can do this by going to:
Selling > Terms and Conditions (right sidebar)

Reference: What should Terms and Conditions Contain?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Validity of the offer.
Payment Terms (In Advance, On Credit, part advance etc).
What is extra (or payable by the Customer).
Safety / usage warning.
Warranty if any.
Returns Policy.
Terms of shipping, if applicable.
Ways of addressing disputes, indemnity, liability, etc.
Address and Contact of your Company.

Info: Quotation is a “Submittable” transaction. Since you send this Quotation to
your Customer or Lead, you must freeze it so that changes are not made after you
send the Quotation. See Document Stages.

Tip: Quotations can also be titled as “Proforma Invoice” or “Proposal”. Select the
right heading in the “Print Heading” field in the “More Info” section. To create new
Print Headings go to Setup > Branding and Printing > Print Headings.
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Sales Order
The Sales Order confirms your sales and triggers
purchase (Purchase Request) shipment
(Delivery Note), billing (Sales Invoice) and
manufacturing (Production Plan)
A Sales Order is usually a binding Contract with
your Customer.
Once your customer confirms the Quotation you
can convert your Quotation into a Sales Order.
Alternatively, you can create a Sales Order
directly from:
Selling > Sales Order > New Sales Order

Most of the information in your Sales Order is the same as the Quotation. There are a
few of more things a Sales Order will ask you to update.
1. Expected date of delivery.
2. Customer Purchase Order number: If you customer has sent you a Purchase
Order, you can update its number for future reference (in billing).
Info: The “Packing List” table will be automatically updated when you “Save” the
Sales Order. If any Items in your table are Sales BOM (packets), then the “Packing
List” will contain the exploded (detailed) list of your Items.

Reservation and Warehouses
If your Sales Order contains Items for which inventory is tracked (Is Stock Item is
“Yes”). ERPNext will ask you for “Reservation Warehouse”. If you have set a default
Warehouse for the Item, it will automatically set this Warehouse here.
Info: This “reserved” quantity will help you project what is the quantity you need to
purchase based on all your commitments.

Sales Team
1. Sales Partner: If this Sale was booked via a Sales Partner, you can update the Sales
Partner’s details with commission and other info that you can aggregate.
2. Sales Persons: ERPNext allows you to tag multiple Sales Persons who may have
worked on this deal. You can also split the amount in targets of different Sales Persons
and track how much invectives they earned on this deal.
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Next Steps
Once your “Submit” your Sales Order, you can now trigger different aspects of your
organization:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To being purchase click on “Make Purchase Request”
To make a shipment entry click on “Make Delivery Note”
To bill, make “Make Sales Invoice”
To stop further process on this Sales Order, click on “Stop”

Info: Sales Order is a “Submittable” transaction. See Document Stages. You will be
able to execute dependent steps (like making a Delivery Note) only after
“Submitting” this Sales Order.
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Discounts
While making your sales transactions like a Quotation or Sales Order you would
already have noticed that there is a “Discount” column. On the left is the “Price List Rate”
on the right is the “Basic Rate”. You can add a “Discount” value to update the basic rate.
Since your taxes are calculated on Items, you must apply your discounts here so that you
apply the tax on the discounted rate, which is the case for most taxes.
The second way to apply discount is to add it in your Taxes and Charges table. This way
you can explicitly show the Customer the discount you have applied on the order. If you
choose this method, remember that you will tax your Customer at the full rate, not the
discounted rate. So this is not a good way to track discounts.
There is a third way to do it. Create an Item called “Discount” and make sure that all the
taxes apply in the same way as the main Items. (This method is useful if only one type of
tax is applicable on the sale). This way your “Discount” will appear as an expense. You will
see a slightly higher income and expense but your profits will still remain the same. This
method might be interesting where you want detailed accounting of your discounts.
Note: The maximum Discount that can be applied on an Item can up fixed in the Item
master.
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Buying
If your business
involves physical goods,
buying is on of your
core business activities.
Your suppliers are as
important as your
customers and they
must be provided with
as much accurate
information as possible.
Buying in right amounts
at right quantities can
affect your cash flow
and profitability.
ERPNext contains a set
of transactions that will
make your buying as
efficient and seamless
as possible.

Purchase
Request

Supplier
Quotation

Purchase
Order

Buying Process
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Purchase Request
A Purchase Request is a simple document identifying a requirement of a set of Items
(products or services) for a particular reason.
A Purchase Request can be generated:
1. By a User.
2. Automatically from a Sales Order.
3. Automatically when the Projected
Quantity (more on this later) of an
Item in stores reaches a particular
level.
4. Automatically from your Bill of
Materials if you use Production
Plan to plan your manufacturing.
(more on this later too)
To generate a Purchase Request
manually go to:
Buying > Purchase Request > New Purchase Request

In the Purchase Request form,
1. Fill in the Items you want and their quantities.
2. If your Items are inventory items, you must also mention the Warehouse where you
expect these Items to be delivered to. This helps you keep track of Projected
Quantity for this Item.
3. You can also automatically get the Items from a Sales Order.
4. You can optionally add the Terms, using the Terms and Conditions master and also
the reason.
Info: Purchase Request is not mandatory. It is ideal if you have centralized buying
so that you can collect this information from various departments.

Tip: If you want your Purchase Request to be authorized by a senior person like a
Purchase Manger then you can give “Submit” rights to only that person. So everyone
can create requests, but only the authorized person can “Submit”.
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Supplier Quotation
If you have multiple Suppliers who
supply you with the same Item, you
usually send out a message (Request
for Quote) to various Suppliers. In
many cases, again specially if you
have centralized buying, you may
want to record all the quotes so that
1. You can easily compare prices in
the future
2. Audit whether all Suppliers
were given the opportunity to
quote.
Tip: Supplier Quotations are not necessary for most small businesses. Always
evaluate the cost of collecting information to the value it provides! You could only do
this for high value items.
You can make a Supplier Quotation directly from:
Buying > Supplier Quotation > New Supplier Quotation

or directly from the Purchase Request.
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Purchase Order
A Purchase Order is analogous to a Sales Order. It is usually a binding contract with
your Supplier that you promise to buy this set of Items under the given conditions.
In ERPNext, you can make a Purchase Order by going to:
Buying > Purchase Order > New Purchase Order

A Purchase Order can also be
automatically created from a Purchase
Request or Supplier Quotation.
Entering a Purchase Order is very
similar to a Purchase Request,
additionally you will have to set:
1. Supplier.
2. A “Required By” date on each Item:
If you are expecting part delivery,
your Supplier will know how much
quantity to deliver at what date. This will help you from preventing over-supply. It will
also help you track how well your Supplier is doing on timeliness.
3. Taxes: If your Supplier is going to charge you additional taxes or charge like a shipping
or insurance charge, you can add it here. It will help you to accurately track your costs.
Also if some of these charges add to the value of the product you will have to mention in
the Taxes table.
You can also you templates for your taxes. For more information on setting up your
taxes see the Purchase Taxes and Charges Master.

Info: Value Added Taxes (VAT): Many times, the tax paid by you to a Supplier
for an Item is the same tax you collect from your Customer. In many regions, what
you pay to your government is only the difference between what you collect from your
Customer and pay to your Supplier. This is called Value Added Tax (VAT).
For example you buy Items worth X and sell them for 1.3X. So your Customer pays
1.3 times the tax you pay your Supplier. Since you have already paid tax to your
Supplier for X, what your owe your government is only the tax on 0.3X.
This is very easy to track in ERPNext since each tax head is also an Account. Ideally
you must create two Accounts for each type of VAT you pay and collect, “Purchase
VAT-X” (asset) and “Sales VAT-X” (liability), or something to that effect. Please contact
your accountant if you need more help or post a query on our forums!
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Managing Inventory

For most small business that deal in physical goods, a large part of their net worth is
invested in the stock in hand.
Best Practice: There are two aspects to good material management:
1. Good housekeeping / visual control: Keep all your items in separate bins and
each neatly stacked and labelled.
“A place for everything and everything in its place”
2. Accurate Data: Accurate data comes from good processes and recording each and
every transaction. If you are only partially recording your inventory then your
reports will be incorrect
“Garbage In Garbage Out”
If you have good processes to control movement of goods within your organization,
implementation in ERPNext will be a breeze.
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Purchase
Receipt

Stock
Entry
Warehouse

Delivery
Note
Warehouse

Material Flow
There are three main types of entries:
1. Purchase Receipt: Items received from Suppliers against Purchase Orders.
2. Stock Entry: Items transferred from one Warehouse to another.
3. Delivery Note: Items shipped to Customers.

ERPNext Internals: How does ERPNext track stock movement / levels?
Tracking stock is not just about adding and subtracting quantities. Some complications
arise when:
1. Back-dated (past) entries are made / edited: This affects future stock levels and may
lead to negative stock.
2. Stock has to be valued based on First-in-First-out: ERPNext needs to maintain a
sequence of all transactions to know the exact value of your Items.
3. Stock reports are required at any point in time in the past: You have to lookup what
was the quantity / value your stock of Item X on date Y.
To manage this, ERPNext collects all inventory transactions in a table called the Stock
Ledger Entry. All Purchase Receipts, Stock Entries and Delivery Notes
update this table.
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Purchase Receipt
Purchase Receipts are
made when you accept
material from your Supplier
usually against a Purchase
Order.
You can also accept
Purchase Receipts directly
(you must set Purchase
Order Required as “No” in
Global Defaults).
You can make a Purchase
Receipt directly from:
Stock > Purchase Receipt > New Purchase Receipt

or from a “Submitted” Purchase Order, by clicking on “Make Purchase Receipt”.

Rejections
In the Purchase Receipt, you will need to enter if all the materials you receive are of
accepted quality (if you check). If you have any rejections, update the “Rejected Quantity”
column in the Items table.
If you reject, you will need to enter a “Rejected Warehouse” to indicate where you are
storing the rejected Items.

Quality Inspections
If for certain Items it is mandatory for your to record Quality Inspections (you have set
it in your Item master), you will need to update the “Quality Inspection No” (QA No)
column. The system will only allow you to “Submit” the Purchase Receipt if you update
the “Quality Inspection No”.

UOM Conversions
If your Purchase Order for an Item is in a different Unit of Measure (UOM) than what
you stock (Stock UOM), then you will need to update the “UOM Conversion Factor”. See
the Item settings for more information.

Currency Conversions
Since the incoming Item affects the value of your inventory, it is important to convert it
into your base Currency if you have ordered in another Currency. You will need to
update the Currency Conversion Rate if applicable.
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Taxes and Valuation
Some of your taxes and charges may affect your Items value. For example a Tax may not
be added to your Item’s valuation, because if you sell the Item, you will have to add the
tax at that time. So make sure to mark all your taxes in the Taxes and Charges table
correctly for accurate valuation.

Serial Numbers and Batches
If your Item is serialized or batched, you will have to enter Serial Number and Batch in
the Items table. You are allowed to enter multiple Serial Numbers in one row (each on
a separate line) and you must enter the same number of Serial Numbers as the quantity.
You must enter each Batch number on a separate line.

Info: What happens when the Purchase Receipt is “Submitted”?
1. A Stock Ledger Entry is created for each Item adding the Item in the
Warehouse by the “Accepted Quantity”
2. If you have rejections, a Stock Ledger Entry is made for each Rejection.
3. The “Pending Quantity” is updated in the Purchase Order.

Tip: Adding value to your Items post Purchase Receipt:
Some times, certain expenses that add value to your purchased Items are known only
after sometime. Common example is if you are importing the Items, you will come to
know of Customs Duty etc only when your “Clearing Agent” sends you a bill. If you
want to attribute this cost to your purchased Items, you will have to use the Landed
Cost Wizard. Why “Landed Cost”? Because it represents the charges that you paid
when it landed in your possession.
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Delivery Note
A Delivery Note is made when a
shipment is shipped from the
company’s Warehouse.
A copy of the Delivery Note is usually
sent with the transporter. The
Delivery Note contains the list of
Items that are sent in the shipment
and updates the inventory.
The entry of the Delivery Note is very
similar to a Purchase Receipt. You
can create a new Delivery Note from:
Stock > Delivery Note > New Delivery Note

or from a “Submitted” Sales Order (that is not already shipped) by clicking on “Make
Delivery Note”.
You can also “fetch” the details from an unshipped Sales Order.
You will notice that all the information about unshipped Items and other details are
carried over from your Sales Order.
Tip: If you want to print your Delivery Notes without the amount (this might be
useful if you are shipping high value items), just check the “Print without Amount” box
in the “More Info” section.

Info: What happens when the Delivery Note is “Submitted”?
1. A Stock Ledger Entry is made for each Item and stock is updated.
2. Pending Quantity in the Sales Order is updated (if applicable).

Shipping Packets or Items with Sales BOM
If you are shipping Items that have a Sales BOM, ERPNext will automatically create a
“Packing List” table for you based on the sub-Items in that Item. (See the Item
explanation for more information).
If your Items are serialized, then you for Sales BOM type of Items, you will have to
update the Serial Number in the “Packing List” table.
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Packing Items in to Cases for Container Shipment
If you are doing container shipment or by weight, then you can use the Packing Slip to
breakup your Delivery Note into smaller units. To make a Packing Slip go to:
Stock > Packing Slip > New Packing Slip

You can create multiple Packing Slips for your Delivery Note and ERPNext will ensure
that the quantities in the Packing Slip do not exceed the quantities in the Delivery Note.
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Stock Entry
A Stock Entry is a simple
document that lets you record
Item movement from a
Warehouse, to a Warehouse
and between Warehouses.
This can be useful in also tracking:
1. Material Issues from Stores
2. Sales and Purchase Returns
3. Production (manufacturing).
We will look into the special
features of the Stock Entry later
when we discuss Accounting and
Manufacturing processes.
To make a Stock Entry you have to go to:
Stock > Stock Entry

In the Stock Entry you have to update the Items table with all your transactions. For
each row, you must enter a “Source Warehouse” or a “Target Warehouse” or both (if
you are recording a movement).
Tip: To automatically fill this up with the raw materials used to make a particular
product, see the Production module.

Tip: To update Stock from a spreadsheet, see Stock Reconciliation.
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Sub-Contracting
If you business involves outsourcing certain processes to a third party Supplier, where
you buy the raw material, you can track this by using the sub-contracting feature of
ERPNext.
To setup sub-contracting:
1. Create separate Items for the
unprocessed and the processed
product. For example if you
supply unpainted X to your
Supplier and the Supplier
returns you X, you can create
two Items: “X-unpainted” and
“X”.
2. Create a Warehouse for your
Supplier so that you can keep
track of Items supplied. (you
may supply a month’s worth of
Items in one go).
3. For the processed Item, in the
Item master set “Is Sub Contracted Item” to “Yes”.
4. Make a Bill of Materials for the processed Item, with the unprocessed Items as a
sub-items.
5. Make a Purchase Order for the processed Item. When you “Save”, in the “Raw
Materials Detail”, all your un-processed Items will be updated based on your Bill of
Materials.
Note:
1. Make sure that the “Rate” of this Item is the processing rate (excluding the raw
material rate).
2. ERPNext will automatically add the raw material rate for your valuation purpose
when you receive the finished Item in your stock.
6. Make a Stock Entry to deliver the raw material Items to your Supplier.
7. Receive the Items from your Supplier via Purchase Receipt. Make sure to check
the “Consumed Quantity” in the “Raw Materials” table so that the correct stock is
maintained at the Supplier’s end.
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Serial Numbers
As we discussed in the Item section, if an Item is serialized, a Serial Number (Serial No)
record is maintained for each quantity of that Item. This information is helpful in tracking
the location of the Serial No, its warranty and end-of-life (expiry) information.
Serial Nos are also useful to maintain fixed assets. Maintenance Schedules can also
be created against serial numbers for planning and scheduling maintenance activity for
these assets (if they require maintenance).
You can also track from which Supplier your purchased the Serial No and to which
Customer you have sold it. The Serial No status will tell you its current inventory status.
If your Item is serialized you will have to enter the Serial Nos in the related column with
each Serial No in a new line.

Importing and Updating Serial Nos
Serial Nos cannot be imported from Stock Reconciliation. To import Serial Nos, you
will have to use the Data Import Tool. When you import the Serial Nos, the stock level
of its corresponding Item will be automatically updated.

Tip: Using Serial Numbers for Multiple Purposes
Serial Nos are a useful tool for tracking different kinds of Items, by using it along
with Custom Fields. For example, in our internal system at Web Notes, each ERP
account is a Serial No, with type of user “Plan” as the Item, its expiry date, whether it
is Trial or Paid and other details as Custom Fields.
We have known customers who use Serial Nos to track fixed assets, real-estate
properties or advertisement slots or library books!
Since Serial Nos are deeply linked with all the core modules, Selling, Buying,
Inventory and Accounting, you may find many uses for them.
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Accounting
At end of the sales and purchase cycle is
billing and payments. You may have an
accountant in your team, or you may be
doing accounting yourself or you may have
outsourced your accounting. Financial
accounting forms the core of any business
management system like an ERP.
In ERPNext, your accounting operations
consists of 3 main transactions:
1. Sales Invoice: The bills that you raise
to your Customers for the products or
services you provide.
2. Purchase Invoice: Bills that your
Suppliers give you for their products
or services.
3. Journal Vouchers: For accounting
entries, like payments, credit and other
types.

Reference: Debit and Credit:
People new to accounting are often confused with the terms Debit and Credit. Contrary
to their meaning, these terms have nothing to do with who owes what.
Debit and Credit are conventions. All accounting follows these so that it is easy to
understand the state of finances in a universal manner. These conventions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All Accounts are of type Debit or Credit.
Assets and Expenses (and their sub-groups) are always Debit.
Liabilities and Income (and their sub-groups) are always Credit.
In all accounting entries, you “debit” an Account or “credit” one.
When you “debit” an Debit Account (an asset or expense), its value increases
(“add” operation). When you “credit” a Debit Account, its value decreases
(“subtract” operation). The same rule applies for Credit Accounts. “Crediting” a
Credit Account, increases its value, “debiting” it decreases its value.
6. All accounting transactions (like a sales or a payment) must affect at least two
different Accounts and sum of debits must be equal to sum of credits for the
transaction. This is called the “double-entry bookkeeping system”.
Still confused? These conventions will become clearer as you make transactions.
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Reference: Accrual System:
Another important concept to understand in Accounting is accrual. This is important
when your payment happens separately from delivery.
For example you buy X from a Supplier and your Supplier sends you a bill and
expects you to pay in, for example, seven days. Even if you have not yet paid your
Supplier, your expense must be booked immediately. This expense is booked against
a group of Accounts called “Accounts Payable” that is the sum of all your outstanding
dues to your Suppliers. This is called accrual. When you pay your Supplier, you will
cancel his dues and update your bank account.
ERPNext works on an accrual system. The transactions that accrue income and
expense are Sales Invoice and Purchase Invoice.
In retail, typically, delivery and payment happens at the same time. To cover this
scenario, we have in ERPNext a POS Invoice (POS = Point of Sales). More on that
later.
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Sales Invoice
A Sales Invoice is a bill you
send to your Customers
against which they will process
your payment.
If you have managed to create
Sales Orders or Delivery
Notes, creating a Sales
Invoice should be more of the
same.
You can create a Sales
Invoice directly from
Accounting > Sales Invoice > New Sales Invoice

or from the “Make Sales Invoice” button in the Sales Order or Delivery Note.
Tip: If you want to give an Invoice to a Customer to make a payment before you
deliver, i.e. you operate on a payment first basis, you should create a Quotation and
title it as a “Pro-forma Invoice” (or something similar) using the Print Heading
feature.
“Pro Forma” means for formality. Why do this? Because if you book a Sales Invoice
it will show up in your “Accounts Receivable” and “Income”. This is not ideal as your
Customer may or may not decide to pay up. But since your Customer wants an
“Invoice”, you could give the Customer a Quotation (in ERPNext) titled as “Pro
Forma Invoice”. This way everyone is happy.
This is a fairly common practice. We follow this at Web Notes too.

Accounting Impact
All Sales must be booked against an “Income Account”. This refers to an Account in the
“Income” section of your Chart of Accounts. It is a good practice to classify your income
by type (like product income, service income etc). The Income Account must be set for
each row of the Items table.
Tip: To set default Income Accounts for Items, you can set it in the Item or Item
Group.
The other account that is affected is the Account of the Customer. That is automatically
set from “Debit To” in the heading section.
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You must also mention the Cost Centers in which your Income must be booked.
Remember that your Cost Centers tell you the profitability of the different lines of
business or product. Again, you can set a default Cost Center in your Item master.
Reference: Accounting entries (GL Entry) for a typical double entry “Sale”:
When booking a sale (accrual):
Debit

Credit

Customer (grand total)

Income (net total, minus taxes for each
Item)
Taxes (liabilities to be paid to the
government)

To see entries in your Sales Invoice after you “Submit”, click on “View Ledger”.

Dates
1. Posting Date: The date on which the Sales Invoice will affect your books of accounts
i.e. your General Ledger. This will affect all your balances in that accounting period.
2. Due Date: The date on which the payment is due (if you have sold on credit). This can
be automatically be set from the Customer master.

Recurring Invoices
If you have a contract with a Customer where you bill the Customer on a monthly,
quarterly, half-yearly or annual basis, you can check the “Recurring Invoice” box. Here
you can fill in the details of how frequently you want to bill this Invoice and the period for
which the contract is valid.
ERPNext will automatically create new Invoices and mail it to the email ids you set.
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Point of Sale (POS) Invoice
For retail operations, the delivery of goods,
accrual of sale and payment all happens in
one event, that is usually called the “Point
of Sale”.
You can make a Sales Invoice of type
POS by checking on “Is POS”. When you
check this, you will notice that some fields
get hidden and some new ones emerge.

Tip: In retail, you may not create a separate Customer record for each customer. You
can create a general Customer called “Walk-in Customer” and make all your
transactions against this Customer record.

Different sections of the POS
1. Update Stock: If this is checked, Stock Ledger Entries will be made when you
“Submit” this Sales Invoice and there is no need for a separate Delivery Note.
2. In your Items table, you will also have to update inventory information like
“Warehouse” (can come as default), “Serial Number” or “Batch Number” if applicable.
3. Update “Payment Details” like your Bank / Cash Account, paid amount etc.
4. If you are writing off certain amount, for example change or you get extra change,
check on “Write off Outstanding Amount” and set the Account.
Tip: If you are in retail operations, you want your Point of Sale to be as quick and
efficient as possible. To do this, you can create a POS Setting for a user from:
Accounts > Point of Sale (POS) Setting
and set default values as defined.
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Reference: Accounting entries (GL Entry) for a Point of Sale:
Debit

Credit

Customer (grand total)

Income (net total, minus taxes for each
Item)
Taxes (liabilities to be paid to the
government)

Bank / Cash

Customer (payment)

Write Off (optional)
To see entries after “Submit”, click on “View Ledger”.
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Purchase Invoice
Purchase Invoice is the
exact opposite of your
Sales Invoice. It is the
bill that your Supplier
sends your for products or
services delivered. Here
you accrue expenses to
your Supplier. Making a
Purchase Invoice is very
similar to making a
Purchase Order.
To make a new Purchase
Invoice, go to:
Accounts > Purchase Invoice > New Purchase Invoice

or click on “Make Purchase Invoice” in Purchase Order or Purchase Receipt.
The concept of “Posting Date” is again same as Sales Invoice. “Bill No” and “Bill Date”
help you track the bill number as set by your Supplier for reference.

Accounting Impact
Like in Sales Invoice, you have to enter an Expense or Asset account for each row in your
Items table to indicate if the Item is an Asset or an Expense. You must also enter a Cost
Center. These can also be set in the Item master.
The Purchase Invoice will affect your accounts as follows:
Reference: Accounting entries (GL Entry) for a typical double entry “purchase”:
Debit

Credit

Expense or Asset (net totals,
excluding taxes)

Supplier

Taxes (assets if VAT-type or expense
again).
To see entries in your Purchase Invoice after you “Submit”, click on “View Ledger”.
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Note: Is a purchase an “Expense” or “Asset”?
If the Item is consumed immediately on purchase or if it is a service, then the
purchase becomes an “Expense”. For example, a telephone bill or travel bill is an
“Expense” - it is already consumed.
For inventory Items, that have a value, these purchases are not yet “Expense”, because
they still have a value while they remain in your stock. They are “Assets”. If they are
raw-materials (used in a process), they will become “Expense” the moment they are
consumed in the process. If they are to be sold to a Customer, the become “Expense”
when you ship them to the Customer.
Note: In ERPNext, this conversion from “Asset” to “Expense” is not clear. As of the
current version, you will have to manually convert an item from an “Asset” to
“Expense” via a Journal Voucher. We know its a shortcoming and will be fixed in an
upcoming version pretty soon.

Note: Deducting Taxes at Source
In many countries, your laws may require to deduct taxes by a standard rate when you
make payments to your Suppliers. Under these type of schemes, typically if a
Supplier crosses a certain threshold of payment and if the type of product is taxable,
you may have to deduct some tax (that you pay back to your government, on your
Supplier’s behalf).
To do this, you will have to make a new Tax Account under “Tax Liabilities” or similar
and credit this Account by the percent you are bound to deduct for every transaction.
For more help, please contact your Accountant!
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Outstanding Amounts
In most cases, apart from retail sales, billing and payment are separate activities. There are
several combinations in which these payments are done. These cases apply to both sales
and purchases.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They can be upfront (100% in advance).
Post shipment. Either on delivery or within a few days of delivery.
Part in advance and part on or post delivery.
Payments can be made together for a bunch of invoices.
Advances can be given together for a bunch of invoices (and can be split across
invoices).

ERPNext allows you to manage all these scenarios. All accounting entries (GL Entry) can
be made against a Sales Invoice, Purchase Invoice or Journal Vouchers (in special
cases, an invoice can be made via a Sales Invoice too).
The total outstanding amount against an invoice is the sum of all the accounting entries
that are made “against” (or are linked to) that invoice. This way you can combine or split
payments in Journal Vouchers to manage the scenarios.

Matching Payments to Invoices
In complex scenarios, especially in
the capital goods industry,
sometimes there is no direct link
between payments and invoices.
You send invoices to your
Customers and your Customer
send you block payments or
payments based on some schedule
that is not linked to your invoices.
In such cases, you can use the
Payment to Invoice Matching
Tool.
Accounts > Payment Reconciliation (sidebar)

In this tool, you can select an account (your Customer’s account) and click on “Pull
Payment Entries” and it will select all un-linked Journal Vouchers and Sales Invoices from
that Customer.
To cancel off some payments and invoices, select the Invoices and Journal Vouchers and
click on “Reconcile”.
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Journal Vouchers
All types of accounting entries
other than Sales Invoice and
Purchase Invoice are made
using the Journal Voucher. A
Journal Voucher (also called
Journal Entry) is a standard
accounting transaction that affects
multiple Accounts and the sum of
debits is equal to the sum of
credits.
To create a Journal Voucher go
to:
Accounts > Journal Voucher > New Journal Voucher

In a Journal Voucher, you must select.
1. Type of Voucher from the drop down.
2. Add rows for the individual accounting entries. In each row, you must specify:
a. The Account that will be affected
b. The amount to Debit or Credit
c. The Cost Center (if it is an Income or Expense)
d. Against Voucher: Link it to a voucher or invoice if it affects the “outstanding”
amount of that invoice.
e. Is Advance: Select “Yes” if you want to make it selectable in an Invoice.
3. Other information in case it is a Bank Payment or a bill.
Tip: The “Difference” field is the difference between the Debit and Credit amounts.
This should be zero if the Journal Voucher is to be “Submitted”. If this number is
not zero, you can click on “Make Difference Entry” to add a new row with the amount
required to make the total as zero.
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Payments
Payments made against Sales
Invoices or Purchase Invoices can
be made by clicking on “Make Payment
Entry” button on “Submitted” invoices.
1. Update the “Bank Account” (you
can also set the default account in
the Company master).
2. Update posting date.
3. Enter the check number, check
date.
4. Save and Submit.
Payments can also be made
independent of invoices by creating a
new Journal Voucher and selecting the type of payment.

Incoming Payment
For payments from Customers,
Debit

Credit

Bank or Cash Account

Customer

Note: Remember to the “Against Sales Invoice” or “Is Advance” as applicable.

Outgoing Payment
For payments to Suppliers,
Debit

Credit

Supplier

Bank or Cash Account

Note: Remember to the “Against Purchase Invoice” or “Is Advance” as applicable.

Reconciling Cheque (Check) Payments
If you are receiving payments or making payments via cheques, the bank statements will
not accurately match the dates of your entry, this is because the bank usually takes time to
“clear” these payments. Also you may have mailed a cheque to your Supplier and it may
be a few days before it is received and deposited by the Supplier. In ERPNext you can
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synchronize your bank statements and your Journal Vouchers using the “Bank
Reconciliation” tool.
To use this, go to:
Accounts > Bank Reconciliation

Select your “Bank” Account and enter the dates of your statement. Here you will get all
the “Bank Voucher” type entries. In each of the entry on the right most column, update the
“Clearance Date” and click on “Update”.
This way you will be able sync your bank statements and entries in the system.
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Accounting Entries
A look at some of the common accounting entries that can be done via Journal Voucher.

Expenses (non accruing)
Many times it may not be necessary to accrue an expense, but it can be directly be booked
against an expense Account on payment. For example a travel allowance or a telephone
bill. You can directly debit Telephone Expense (instead of your telephone company) and
credit your Bank on payment.
Debit

Credit

Expense Account (like Telephone
expense)

Bank or Cash Account

Bad Debts or Write Offs
If you are writing off an Invoice as a bad debt, you can create a Journal Voucher similar to
a Payment, except instead of debiting your Bank, you can debit an Expense Account called
Bad Debts.
Debit

Credit

Bad Debts Written Off

Customer

Note: There may be regulations in your country before you can write off bad debts.

Depreciation
Depreciation is when you write off certain value of your assets as an expense. For example
if you have a computer that you will use for say 5 years, you can distribute its expense over
the period and pass a Journal Voucher at the end of each year reducing its value by a
certain percentage.
Debit

Credit

Depreciation (Expense)

Asset (the Account under which you had
booked the asset to be depreciated)

Note: There may be regulations in your country that define by how much amount you
can depreciate a class of Assets.
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Handling Returns
Returns are a part of doing business. Your
Customers may return Items in exchange of
other Items or money back or you may return
Items to your Supplier. In each case there could
be a variety of scenarios.

Credit and Debit Notes
Credit Notes are given to your Customers against
a return that can be redeemed as cash or adjusted
in another purchase. You can create a Journal Voucher of type Credit Note as follows:
Debit

Credit

Income

Customer

Similarly if you are deducting an amount from your Supplier’s bill due to rejection or
similar, you can issue a Debit Note to your Supplier. You can adjust the Debit Note
against another pending Purchase Invoice (in which case, remember to set the “Against
Purchase Invoice” column or return the money. In the second case you will have to create a
new payment entry (Journal Voucher) when you receive the money. Entry for a Debit
Note would be:
Debit

Credit

Supplier

Expense

Info: If Items are also returned, remember to make a Delivery Note or Stock
Entry for the Items.

Exchange
If there is an exchange with your Customer, you can create a new POS type Sales
Invoice in which the returning item has a negative quantity and the selling item has a
positive quantity. In this way your taxes will also be adjusted against the return.

Sales and Purchase Return Wizard
This is a tool that can help you automate the entry for this process. Go to:
Accounts > Tools > Sales and Purchase Return
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Closing a Financial Period
At the end of every year (or quarter or maybe even monthly) after you complete your
auditing, you close your books of accounts. This means that you make all your special
entries like:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Depreciation
Change in value of Assets
Defer taxes and liabilities
Update bad debts

etc. and book your Profit or Loss.
By doing this, your Income and
Expense Accounts become zero
and you start a new Fiscal Year
(or period) with a balanced
Balance Sheet and fresh Profit
and Loss.
In ERPNext after making all the
special entries via Journal
Voucher, you can make all your Income and Expense accounts to zero via:
Accounts > Tools > Period Closing Voucher

The Period Closing Voucher will make accounting entries (GL Entry) making all your
Income and Expense Accounts zero and transferring the balance to the Account you
define.
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Reports
Some of the major accounting reports are:

General Ledger
General Ledger is based on the table GL Entry and can be filtered by Account and
between a period. This will help you get a full update for all entries done in that period for
that Account.

Trial Balance
Trial Balance is the list of Account
balances for all your Accounts
(“Ledger” and “Group”) on a particular
date. For each Account it will give you
the:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opening
Debits
Credits
Closing

The sum of all closing balances in a
Trial Balance must be zero.

Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable (AP / AR)
These reports help you track the outstanding invoices to Customer and Suppliers. In
this report, you will get your outstanding amounts period wise. i.e. between 0-30 days,
30-60 days and so on.
You can also get your payables and receivables from direct reports on Sales Invoice and
Purchase Invoice.

Sales and Purchase Register
This is useful for making your tax statements invoice and Item wise. In this report, each
tax Account is transposed in columns and for each Invoice and invoice Item, you will get
how much individual tax has been paid based on the Taxes and Charges table.
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Manufacturing
Warning: This module is under active development at the time of writing this
manual. Expect to see more updates on this soon.

The Manufacturing module in ERPNext helps you maintain multi-level Bill of Materials
(BOMs) for your Items, help you in Product Costing, plan your production via
Production Plan, create Production Orders for your manufacturing shop floor and
plan your inventory by getting your material requirement via your BOMs (also called
Material Requirements Planning MRP).

Types of Production Planning
Broadly there are three types of Production Planning Systems
1. Make-to-Stock: In these systems, production is planned based on a forecast and then
the Items are sold to distributors or customers. All fast moving consumer goods that
are sold in retail shops like soaps, packaged water etc and electronics like phones etc
are Made to Stock.
2. Make-to-Order: In these systems, manufacturing takes place after an firm order is
placed by a Customer.
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3. Engineer-to-Order: In this case each sale is a separate Project and has to be
designed and engineered to the requirements of the Customer. Common examples of
this are any custom business like furniture, machine tools, speciality devices, metal
fabrication etc.
Most small and medium sized manufacturing businesses are based on a make-to-order or
engineer-to-order system and so is ERPNext.
For engineer-to-order systems, the Manufacturing module should be used along with the
Projects module.

Manufacturing and Inventory
You can track you workin-progress by creating
work-in-progress
Warehouses.
ERPNext will help you
track material
movement by
automatically creating
Stock Entries from
your Production
Orders by building
form Bill of
Materials.

History: Material Requirements Planning (MRP):
The earliest ERP systems were made for manufacturing. The earliest adopters were
automobile companies who had thousands of raw materials and sub-assemblies and
found it very hard to keep track of requirements and plan purchases. They started
using computers to build the material requirements from forecasts and Bill of
Materials.
Later these systems were expanded to include Financial, Payroll, Order Processing and
Purchasing and became the more generic Enterprise Resource Systems (ERP). More
recently Customer Relationship Management (CRM) was added as a function and is
now an integral part of ERP systems.
These days the term ERP is used to describe systems that help manage any kind of
organization like education institutes (Education ERP) or Hospitals (Hospital ERP)
and so on.
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Best Practice: Lean Manufacturing
The state of art manufacturing philosophy (the rationale behind the planning
processes) comes from Japanese auto major Toyota. At the time when American
manufacturers depended on MRP systems to plan their manufacturing based on their
sales forecasts, they turned the problem on its head and discovered a leaner way of
planning their production. They realized that:
The biggest cause of wastage in manufacturing is variation (in product and quantity).
So they standardized their products and sub-assemblies and sold fixed quantities
based on what they produced not produce based on what they sold. This way, they had
an extremely predictable and stable product mix. If they sold less than planned, they
would simple stop production.
Their card signaling system kanban, would notify all their suppliers to stop production
too. Hence they never used any of the complex material planning tools like MRP to
play day-to-day material requirements, but a simple signaling system that said either
STOP or GO.
They combined this system with neatly managed factories with well labeled racks.

Neatly organized racks for lean

(Image Courtesy of Scaglia Indeva, indevagroup.com)

Like we discussed before, small manufacturing companies are usually make-to-order
or engineer-to-order and can hardly afford to have a high level of standardization. But
that should be the aim. Small manufacturing businesses should aim for repeatability by
innovating processes so that there is a common platform for products.
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Bill of Materials (BOM)
At the heart of the Manufacturing
system is the Bill of Materials
(BOM). The BOM is a list of all
material (either bought or made)
and operations that go into a
finished product or sub-Item. In
ERPNext, the component could
have its own BOM hence forming
a tree of Items with multiple
levels.
To make accurate Purchase
Requests, you must always
maintain your correct BOMs. To
make a new BOM:
Manufacturing > Bill of Materials > New BOM

In the BOM form:
1. Select the Item for which you want to make the BOM.
2. Add the operations that you have to go through to make that particular Item in the
“Operations” table. For each operation, you will be asked to enter a Workstation. You
must create new Workstations as and when necessary.
3. Add the list of Items you require for each operation, with its quantity. This Item could
be a purchased Item or a sub-assembly with its own BOM. If the row Item is a
manufactured Item and has multiple BOMs, select the appropriate BOM.
You can also define if a part of the Item goes into scrap.
Note: Workstations are defined only for product costing purposes not inventory.
Inventory is tracked in Warehouses not Workstations.

Note: The “Full BOM” section will list all the Items of that BOM right up to the
lower most child node. This table is automatically update if any of the BOMs of the
sub-Items are updated.
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Production Planning Tool
Production Planning Tool
helps you plan production and
purchase of Items for a period
(usually a week or a month).
This list of Items can be
generated from the open Sales
Orders in the system and will
generate:
1. Production Orders for
each Item.
2. Purchase Requests for
Items whose Projected
Quantity is likely to fall
below zero.
To use the Production Planning Tool, go to:
Manufacturing > Production Planning Tool

The Production Planning Tool is used in two stages:
1. Selection of Open Sales Orders for the period based on “Expected Delivery Date”.
2. Selection of Items from those Sales Orders.
3. Click on “Raise Production Orders” to
The tool will update if you have already created Production Orders for this Item
against this Sales Order (“Planned Quantity”).
You can always edit the Item list and increase / reduce quantities to plan your production.
Note: How do you change a Production Plan? The output of the Production
Planning Tool is the Production Order. Once your orders are created, you can
change them by amending the Production Orders.
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Production Order
Production Order (also called as Work Order) is a document that is given to the
manufacturing shop floor by the Production Planner as a signal to product a certain
quantity of a certain Item. Production Order also helps to generate the material
requirements (Stock Entry) for the Item to be produced from its Bill of Materials.
The Production Order is generated directly from the Production Planning Tool
based on Sales Orders. You can also create a direct Production Order by:
Manufacturing > Production Order > New Production Order

1. Select the Item to be produced (must have a Bill
of Materials).
2. Select the BOM
3. Select Quantities
4. Select Warehouses. WIP (Work-in-Progress) is
where your Items will be transferred when you
begin production and FG (Finished Goods) where
you store finished Items before they are shipped.
5. Select if you want to consider sub-assemblies
(sub-Items that have their own BOM) as stock
items or you want to explode the entire BOM
when you make Stock Entries for this Item.
What is means is that if you also maintain stock of
your sub assemblies then you should set this as
“No” and in your Stock Entires, it will also list
the sub-assembly Item (not is sub-components).
and “Submit” the Production Order.
Once you “Submit”, you will see two more buttons:
1. Make Transfer: This will create a Stock Entry with all the Items required to complete
this Production Order to be added to the WIP Warehouse. (this will add sub-Items
with BOM as one Item or explode their children based on your setting above).
2. Back Flush: This will create a Stock Entry that will deduct all the sub-Items from the
WIP Warehouse and add them to the Finished Goods Warehouse.
When you Back Flush your Items back to the Finished Goods Warehouse, the
“Produced Quantity” will be updated in the Production Order.
Tip: You can also partially complete a Production Order by updating the Finished
Goods stock creating a Stock Entry and selecting “Back flush” as the type.
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Managing Projects
ERPNext helps you manage your
Projects by breaking them into
Tasks and allocating them to
different people.
Purchasing and selling can also
be tracked against Projects and
this can help the company keep
tabs on its budget, delivery and
profitability for a Project.
Projects can be used to manage
internal projects, manufacturing
jobs or service jobs. For service
jobs, Time Sheets can also be
created that can be used to bill Customers if billing is done on a Time & Money basis.

Project
The Project record maintains the details of your project and milestones that you have set.
The Project record can be linked in Quotations, Sales Orders, Delivery Notes, Sales
Invoices, Purchase Requests, Purchase Orders and Purchase Invoices. This way
you can keep a track of all the activities that happen around this project.

Tasks
Project is broken into Tasks and each Task is allocated to a resource. In ERPNext, you
can also create an allocate a Task independently of a Project. If you define the start and
end dates, it will add calendar events for the same and also show the task on the Gantt
Chart that you can use for monitoring the Project.

Time Sheets
You can create Time Sheets to track billable work to Customers. These Time Sheets can be
tracked against Project and Tasks so that you can get reports on how much time was spent
on each Task or Project.
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Administering the Organization Using
ERPNext
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Support and Maintenance

Great customer support and maintenance is at the heart of any successful small business
and ERPNext gives you the tools to track all incoming requests and issues from your
customers so that you can respond quickly. Your database of incoming queries will also
help you track where are the biggest opportunities for improvements.
In this module, you can track incoming queries from your email using Support Ticket,
keep track on Customer Issues raised by Customers on specific Serial No and
respond to them based on their warranty and other information, make Maintenance
Schedules for Serial Nos and keep a record of all Maintenance Visits made to your
Customers.
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Support Ticket
A Support Ticket is an incoming query from your
Customer, usually via email of from the “Contact”
section of your website. (To fully integrate the Support
Ticket to email, see the Email Settings section).

Tip: A dedicated support email id is a good way to integrate incoming queries via
email. For example, you can send support queries to ERPNext at
support@erpnext.com and it will automatically create a Support Ticket in the Web
Notes system.

Discussion Thread
When a new email is fetched from your mailbox, a new Support Ticket record is created
and an automatic reply is sent to the sender indicating the Support Ticket Number. The
sender can send additional information to this email. All subsequent emails containing this
Support Ticket number in the subject will be added to this Support Ticket thread. The
sender can also add attachments to the email.
Support Ticket maintains all the emails sent back and forth against this issue in the
system so that you can track what transpired between the sender and the person
responding.

Status
When a new Support Ticket is created, its status is “Open”, when it is replied, its status
becomes “Waiting for Reply”. If the sender replies back its status again becomes “Open”.

Closing
You can either “Close” the Support Ticket manually by clicking on “Close Ticket” in the
toolbar or if its status is “Waiting For Reply” and the sender did not reply in 7 days, then
the Support Ticket closes automatically.

Allocation
You can allocate the Support Ticket by using the “Assign To” feature in the right sidebar.
This will add a new To Do to the user and also send a message indicating that this
Support Ticket is allocated.
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Customer Issue
If you are selling Items under warranty or if you have sold
and extended service contract Annual Maintenance
Contract (AMC), your Customer may call you about an
issue or a bread-down and give you the Serial No of this
Item.
To record this, you can create a new Customer Issue and
add the Customer and Item / Serial No. The system will
then automatically fetch the Serial No’s details and
indicate whether this is under warranty or AMC.
You must also add a description of the Customer’s issue
and assign it to the person who needs to look into solving the issue.
To create a new Customer Issue:
Support > Customer Issue > New Customer Issue

If a Customer visit is required to address the issue, you can create a new Maintenance
Visit record from this.

Maintenance Visit
A Maintenance Visit is a record for a visit made by an engineer to a Customer’s
premises usually against a Customer Issue. You can create a new Maintenance Visit
from:
Support > Maintenance Visit > New Maintenance Visit

The Maintenance Visit contains information about the:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Customer.
The Items that were inspected / maintenance activity was carried out on.
Details of actions taken.
The person who carried out the actions.
Feedback from the Customer.
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Maintenance Schedule
All machines require regular maintenance,
specially those that contain a lot of moving
parts, so if you are in the business of
maintaining those or have some of them in your
own premises, this is a useful tool to plan a
calendar of activities for its maintenance.

Info: If the Customer Issue refers to “Breakdown Maintenance”, this refers to
“Preventive Maintenance”.
To create a new Maintenance Schedule go to:
Support > Maintenance Schedule > New Maintenance Schedule

In the Maintenance Schedule, there are two sections:
1. In the first section, you select the Items for which you want to generate the schedule
and set how frequently you want to plan a visit or a maintenance. These can be
optionally fetched from a Sales Order. After selecting the Items, “Save” the record.
2. The second section contains the maintenance activities planned in the schedule.
“Generate Schedule” will generate a separate row for each maintenance activity.
Note: Each Item in a Maintenance Schedule is allocated to a Sales Person.
When the document is “Submitted” Calendar events are created in the profile of the Sales
Person for each maintenance.
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Human Resource Management

The Human Resources (HR) Module covers the processes linked to administering a team
of co-workers. Most common among this is processing payroll by using the Salary
Manager to generate Salary Slips. Most countries have complex tax rules stating what
expenses can the company made on behalf of Employees and also expect the company to
deduct taxes and social security from their payroll.
Apart from that you can also track Leave Applications and balances, Expense Claims
and upload Attendance data (even though the world has moved to a result-oriented
culture, some countries still mandate companies to maintain an attendance register to
ensure you are not over-working your team).
You can also create a template for Appraisals and also record the performance using the
Appraisal record.
Confession: No, we don’t like the terms human “resources” and “employees” either,
but since this terms are widely used and accepted for administrative procedures, we
will use them here.
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Setup
The HR module has a setup process where you create the masters for all the major
activities.

Organization Setup
To setup your Employee master you
must first create:
1. Employment Type (like
Permanent, Temp, Contractor,
Intern etc).
2. Branch (if there are multiple
offices).
3. Department (if any, like
Accounting, Sales etc).
4. Designation (CEO, Sales
Manager etc).
5. Grade (A, B, C etc, usually based
on seniority).

Leave Setup
To setup Leaves, create:
1. Leave Type (like Sick Leave, Travel Leave etc)
2. Holiday List (list of annual holidays for the year - these days will not be considered in
Leave Applications).

Payroll (Salary) Setup
In ERPNext, salaries have two types of components, earnings (basic salary, expenses paid
by the company, like telephone bill, travel allowance etc) and deductions (amounts
deducted for taxes, social security etc). To setup payroll, you must first setup all the
different types of earnings and deductions. These are
1. Earning Type
2. Deduction Type
These are just labels, we will see how to use them when we discuss the payroll section.
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Employee Master
Next is to create your Employee
records. There are many fields you can
add in your Employee records and the
more information you update it will be
useful as your organization keeps
growing and more and more people
come and go.
Employee records also help in
keeping a list of your team’s skills,
previous employment history and also
emergency information.
To create new Employee go to:
HR > Employee > New Employee

Numbering Employees (Employee ID)
By default, in ERPNext Employee Records are Numbered. You can have multiple series if
you are a really large company and want to have separate numbering series for separate
locations etc. You can set the numbering series just like any other transaction by going to:
Setup > Customize ERPNext > Numbering Series.
Alternatively, you can create employees by the “Employee Number” field if you already
have an existing Employee Numbering system you want to follow. To set this, go to
Setup > Global Defaults > HR
and update the “Employee Records created by” field.
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Leave and Attendance
An Attendance record stating that an Employee has been present on a particular day
can be created either manually by:
HR > Attendance > New Attendance

Or if you are collecting attendance information via an
automated system like a swipe card, then you can upload a
CSV file with the attendance information.
You can get a monthly report of your Attendance data by
going to the “Monthly Attendance Details” report.

To upload the attendance go to:
HR > Upload Attendance (sidebar)

Leave Allotment
Fixed number of leaves per Employee can be allocated using the Leave Allocation
Tool. If you have special leaves to be allocated, you can also allocate them manually by
create new Leave Allocation records.

Leave Application
If your company has a formal system where Employees have to apply for leaves and only
if their leaves are approved they are considered as paid leaves, you can create Leave
Application to track approval and usage of leaves. You have to mention the Employee,
Leave Type and the period for which the leave is taken. If you want only certain users to
approve leaves, you can give “Submission” rights to those users only.
If you want all users to create their own Leave Applications, you can set their
“Employee ID” as a match rule in the Leave Application Permission settings. See the
earlier discussion on permission settings for more info.
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Expense Claim
When Employee’s make expenses out their pocket on behalf of the company, like if they
took a customer out for lunch, they can make a request for reimbursement via the
Expense Claim form.
To make a new Expense Claim, go to:
HR > Expense Claim > New Expense Claim

Set the Employee ID, date and the list of expenses that are to be claimed and “Submit” the
record.

Approving Expenses
The person making the claim must also set the id of the user who will “Approve” these
expenses and set the “Assign To” to notify the user of the request Approve.
If the Approver sees the “form”, she or he can update the “Approved Amounts” and click
on “Approve”. To cancel the claim, they can click on the “Reject” button.
Comments can be added in the Comments section explaining why the claim was approved
or rejected.

Booking the Expense and Reimbursement
The approved Expense Claim must be then be converted into a Journal Voucher and
a payment must be made. Note: This amount should not be clubbed with Salary because
the amount will then be taxable to the Employee.

Appraisal
In ERPNext, you can manage Employee Appraisals by
creating an Appraisal Template for each role with the
parameters that define the performance and giving a
weight to each parameter.
Once the Appraisal Template is completed, you can
create Appraisal records for each period where you
track performance. You can give points out of 5 for
each parameter and the system will calculate the
overall performance of the Employee.
To make the Appraisal final, make sure to “Submit” it.
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Payroll
To process Payroll in ERPNext,
1. Create Salary Structures
for all Employees.
2. Generate Salary Slips via
the Salary Manager Tool.
3. Book the Salary in your
Accounts.

Salary Structure
The Salary Structure represents
how Salaries are calculated based
on Earnings and Deductions. To
create a new Salary Structure go
to:
HR > Salary and Payroll > Salary Structure > New Salary Structure

In the Salary Structure,
1. Select the Employee
2. Set the starting date from which this is valid (Note: There can only be one Salary
Structure that can be “Active” for an Employee during any period)
3. In the “Earnings” and “Deductions” table all your defined Earning Type and
Deductions Type will be auto-populated. Set the values of the Earnings and
Deductions and save the Salary Structure.
Note: Leave Without Pay (LWP)
Leave Without Pay (LWP) happens when an Employee runs out of allocated leaves or
takes a leave without an approval (via Leave Application). If you want ERPNext to
automatically deduct salary in case of LWP, then you must check on the “Apply LWP”
column in the Earning Type and Deduction Type masters. The amount of pay cut
is the proportion of LWP days divided by the total working days for the month (based
on the Holiday List).
If you don’t want ERPNext to manage LWP, just don’t click on LWP in any of the
Earning Types and Deduction Types.
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Creating Salary Slips
Once the Salary Structure is created, you can process your payroll for the month using the
Salary Manager
HR > Salary and Payroll > Process Payroll

In the Salary Manager tool,
1. Select the Company for which you want to create the Salary Slips.
2. Select the Month and the Year for which you want to create the Salary Slips.
3. Click on “Create Salary Slips”. This will create Salary Slip records for each active
Employee for the month selected. If the Salary Slips are created, the system will not
create any more Salary Slips. All updates will be shown in the “Activity Log” section.
4. Once all Salary Slips are created, you can check if they are created correctly or edit it
if you want to deduct Leave Without Pay (LWP).
5. After checking, you can “Submit” them all together by clicking on “Submit Salary Slips”.
If you want them to be automatically emailed to the Employee, make sure to check the
“Send Email” box.

Booking Salaries in Accounts
The final step is to book the Salaries in your Accounts.
Info: Salaries in businesses are usually dealt with extreme privacy. In most cases, the
companies issues a single payment to the bank combining all salaries and the bank
distributes the salaries to each employee’s salary account. This way there is only one
payment entry in the company’s books of accounts and anyone with access to the
company’s accounts will not have access to the individual salaries.

The salary payment entry is a Journal Voucher entry that debits the total salary of all
Employees to the Salary Account and credits the company’s bank Account.
To generate your salary payment voucher from the Salary Manager, click on “Make
Bank Voucher” and a new Journal Voucher with the total salaries will be created.
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Making your Website
Brand

Top bar

Warning: This module is under active development at the time of writing this
manual. Expect to see more updates on this soon.
Websites are a core
component of any business
and having a good website
usually means:
1. Lot of money.
2. Hard to update.
3. Not interactive.

900 pixels

800 pixels

Unless you are a web
designer yourself.
Would not it be nice if there
was a way to update your
product catalog on your
Content
site automatically
from
your ERP?

Background

We thought exactly the same and hence built a small Website Development app right
inside or ERPNext! Using ERPNext’s Website module, you can
1. Create Web Pages
2. Write a Blog
3. Publish your Product Catalog using the Item master
We will soon be adding a shopping cart facility so that your customers can place orders and
pay you online!
Dog-fooding: The ERPNext website (www.erpnext.com) is generated from the
Website Module! In the world of startups, its called eating-your-own-dog-food!

HTML / CSS: Though not necessary, to make a good website, you might have to know
a bit of HTML / CSS or hire the services of a professional. The good part is that once
this is setup, you can add and edit content, blogs and products directly from your ERP

Browser Support: We intend to support Internet Explorer 8+, Firefox 4+, Chrome,
Safari and mobile browsers. If you come across browser issues, please email us with
details at support@erpnext.com
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The Page Layout

Top Bar
The header has two main parts, the “Brand” or the logo section and the menu items. These
menu items can directly link to Web Pages or the Blogs page or Products page. The
standard Website header bar is with black background.

Background
The website is generated using a standard width of 900 pixels and has a page “effect”. You
can set a background color or image to enhance the effect of the page.

Content
The inner content of your pages has a width of 800px and if it is a two-column layout like
Blog, it will have a width of 540 px.

Footer
The footer section contains a list of links (this is where you typical put links like “Contact
Us”, “Terms and Conditions” etc) and the name of your company.
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The Website Development Process
Content
The most important thing by far is your content. You must write original content about
your company and convince visitors why they should do business with you. People love to
read stories. Here is a simple list of things you can write about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What do you sell / provide service for.
Why should you be considered? Your strength - what do you do best.
Who benefits from your products or services.
What other customers are saying about you.
Your business history.
Your and your team’s profile with pictures.
And other things you want your customers to know.

Remember to be authentic!
Tip: People love to see pictures as they can convey a lot of information in a short time.
So feel free to add as many pictures as you can about your products and company.

Structure
This is the list of pages your website will contain. A typical website contains:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Home Page - Introduction about your business and products.
Products - Product Catalog.
About Us - Company history and team profile.
Contact Us - Contact information.
Blog - List of articles written your team.
Testimonials - Words from your existing customers.
Terms - Business Terms.

Out of the above, Products and Blog pages are automatically generated from ERPNext, for
the rest, you will have to create “Web Pages”

Style
Contrary to what people think, style matters a lot less than content and structure. Best
websites have minimum style (think Google). White pages and black letters are the easiest
to read. In ERPNext you can select the following out of the box:
1. Font Family
2. Font Size
3. Background
For more custom styling, you must write Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) - a bunch of rules
that define how different parts of your content (headings etc) are styled.
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Web Pages
Static Content like your Home Page, About Us, Contact Us, Terms pages can be created
using the Web Page. To create a new Web Page, go to:
Website > Web Page > New Web Page

Title
The first thing to set is the title of your page. The title has the maximum weight for search
engines so choose a title that reflects the keywords that you are targeting for your
audience.

Layout
There are 3 options:

Single Column

Two Column

Two Column
with header

Content
After selecting your layout, you can add content (text, images, etc) to each of your content
boxes. You can add content in Markdown or HTML format. Read the section on how to
format using Markdown for more details.

Page Link
The web link to your page will be the value of the “Page Name” field + “.html”. For example
if your page name is contact-us, the web link of your page will be yoursite.com/contactus.html.

Images
You can attach images to your web page and show them using the <img> HTML tag or
using markdown format. the link for your file will be files/filename
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Tip: You can also create dynamic forms in your website to collect information of your
clients, surveys etc. This is specially required in the “Contact Us” page. ERPNext gives
you the ability to push all the data to this form into a Support Ticket. You must know a
bit of HTML and Javascript to get this done.
We will keep this out of this discussion, but you can get more information on the
project wiki on this link:
https://github.com/webnotes/erpnext/wiki/Website-Module-Contact-Page

Blog
Blogs are a great way to share
your thoughts about your
business and keep your
customers and readers
updated of what you are up
to.
In the age of internet, writing
assumes a lot more
importance is because when
people come to your website,
they want to be read about
your product and you.

To create a new blog, just create a new Blog from:
Website > Blog > New Blog

You can format the blog using the same Markdown format
You can access your blog by going to the page “blog.html”
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Defining Menus and Home Page
To define the Top Bar Menus, Brand, Footers and Home Page, go to:
Website > Website Settings

Top Menu
1. Add each top menu item on a new link.
2. In the label column, add the label of the item.
3. In the URL column, enter the name of the page or a full URL. If you want a new Web
Page to open, just put the “Page Name” + “.html”. (URL is simply a web address like
“http://google.com”)
Similarly you can also set the Footer section to contain links. If you want to have links
appear as a drop-down under another link, just add the name of the parent menu in
“Parent Label”.

Brand
To set your brand, create a logo with a transparent background and white foreground of
roughly height 24px and length of 150px, attach it to the Website Settings page, and add it
in your Brand section as an image as follows:
<img src="files/mylogo.png" style="margin-bottom: -3px">

Startup Code and Analytics
This is where you can add code that will be
appended to every page in the website. This
is typically where you add code for your
Analytics plugins and other Social links.
For more info see the wiki on how to
integrate popular analytics engines such as
Google Analytics into your system.
https://github.com/webnotes/erpnext/wiki

Reference: What is Website Analytics?
Website analytics help you track each visitor on your website. The analytics will tell you
from which country, at what time, and what pages the visitor viewed. This will help you
understand who your visitors are and what are they looking for. There are many
analytics engines available and the most popular and Free service is Google Analytics.
We definitely recommend using one of them to gain insight into your website visitors.
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Styling the Website
You can set some basic styles to your page using the styles feature.

Background
1. You can either set a solid background by
selecting a color.
2. You can attach a file and select it in the
“Background Image” box.

Fonts
1. Fonts: Font family of your body text
(includes some Open Source fonts).
2. Font-size: Font-size of your website body
text (large is good).
3. Heading Font: Font family of your
headings.
Apart from this you can also add custom style rules using CSS

Custom CSS
There are tons of CSS rules and tricks that fall out of scope of this manual. But you could
add your own style to certain elements like h1, h2 etc and also create your own style classes
that you can use in elements in your body content.
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Using ERPNext
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Productivity and Collaboration Tools

Click here to assign any transaction to a user

We live in an era when people are very comfortable communicating, discussing, asking,
assigning work and getting feedback electronically. The internet acts a great medium to
collaborate on work too. Taking this concept into ERP system, we have designed a bunch
of tools whereby you can Assign transactions, manage your To Dos, share and maintain a
Calendar, maintain a company wise Knowledge Base, Tag and Comment on
transactions and send your Orders, Invoices etc via Email. You can also send instant
messages to other users using the Messaging tool.
These tools are integrated into all aspects of the product so that you can effectively manage
your data and collaborate with your co-workers.
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Assignment and To Do
Assignment
You can assign any transaction to any user by clicking on the “Assign” button on the right
hand column and adding a user.
Step 1: Click on the Assign To Button

Step 2: Add the User and other details

Unread messages count

Message shown in instantly to the user
This transaction will appear in:
1. The To-do list of the user whom this is assigned to in “My List” section
2. In the “Assigned by me” section of the user who as assigned this activity.
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To Do
To Do is a simple tool where all the activities assigned to you and assigned by you are
listed. You can also add your own to-do items in the list.

Comments

Emailing
You can email any transaction from the system by clicking on the “Email” button in the
right sidebar. A log of all your sent emails will be maintained in Communication.

Messages
You can send and receive messages from the system by using the Messages tool. If you
send a message to a user, and the user is logged in, it will appear as a popup message and
the unread messages counter in the top toolbar will be updated.

Tags
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Comments
Comments are a great way to add information about a transaction that is not a part of the
transactions. Like some background information etc. Comments can be added in the right
sidebar.

Tagging
Like Assignments and Comments, you can also add your own tags to each type of
transactions. These tags can help you search a document and also classify it. ERPNext will
also show you all the important tags in in the document list.
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Calendar
The Calendar is a tool where you can create and share Events and also see autogenerated events from the system.

Knowledge Base
Knowledge Base is a wiki like tool in which you can create questions and answers. You can
use the Knowledge Base to store any kind of information you want to share with your team
like:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How To’s
Company Rules
Support Manuals
Targets
Company Events etc.
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Activity List
Activity List shows you all the major activities that have happened in the system (for which
you have permission).
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Getting Reports

All the data that you enter in ERPNext is stored in database tables. An easy way to visualize
this is to imagine each type of data like Customer, Sales Invoice, Task is stored in a
separate spreadsheets, each containing all the data included in one table.
ERPNext gives you a simple tool called the Report Builder to extract data from these
tables and show them in rows and columns where you can pick and choose which column
to display and filter and sort the data by different parameters.
To start a new report click on the “Report” menu in the top toolbar or on the list page of
any transaction click on the “Build Report” button. For example, to make a report of Sales
Invoices, go to
Accounts > Sales Invoice > Build Report

Exporting
If you have “Report Manager” or “System Manager” permission, you can export the data
from the Report Building via CSV to your favorite Spreadsheet application where you can
do further analysis, apply formulas, make graphs etc.
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Selecting Columns

You can select columns by clicking on “Pick Columns”. Select the column you want from
the drop-down.
1. You can drag and arrange columns
2. You can also select columns from the “child tables”. For example if you have selected
Sales Invoice, you can select columns from the Sales Invoice Item table also.

Adding Filters

You can also add multiple filters by clicking on the “Show Filters” button.

Saving
You can also save your selection of columns and filters by clicking on the “Save” button.
You might need “System Manager” or “Report Manager” privileges for this. When you save
a report, it will appear in the “Reports” section of the module page.
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Customizing ERPNext

ERPNext offers many tools to customize the system.
You simplify the forms by hiding features you don’t need using Disable Features and
Module Setup, add Custom Fields, change form properties, like adding more options
to drop-downs or hiding fields using Customize Form View and make your own Print
Formats by using HTML Templates. You can also create multiple Letter Heads for your
Prints.
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Hiding Features and Modules
As you have seen from this manual that ERPNext contains tons of feature that you may not
use. We have observed that most users start with using 20% of the features, though a
different 20%. To hide fields belonging to features you will not use, go to:
Setup > Customize ERPNext > Disable Features.

Check / uncheck the features you want to use and refresh your page for the changes to take
effect.
To hide modules (icons) from the home page, go to:
Setup > Customize ERPNext > Modules Setup

Note: Modules are automatically hidden for users that have no permissions on the
documents within that module. For example, if a user has no permissions on Purchase
Order, Purchase Request, Supplier, the “Buying” module will automatically be hidden.

Adding Custom Fields
A very common customization is adding of custom fields. You can add Custom Fields in
any Master or Transaction in ERPNext. To add a Custom Field, go to:
Setup > Custom Field > New Custom Field

In the form:
1. Select the Document on which you want to add the Custom Field.
2. Select the Type of field and the Options (see section on field types).
3. Select where you want to field to appear in the Form (“after field” section).
and save the Custom Field. When you open a new / existing form of the type you selected
in step 1, you will see it with the Custom Fields.
Naming: Many times you want your fields to be carried over from one form to
another. For example, you may have added a Custom Field in Quotation that you want
to include in Sales Order when a Sales Order is created from the Quotation. This is
simple in ERPNext, just make sure the fields have the same “fieldname”!
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Customizing Forms
Please read the Appendix: ERPNext Structure before you start customizing.
You can Customize Forms by changing its layout, making certain fields mandatory, hiding
others and changing permission levels on fields by going to:
Setup > Customize ERPNext > Customize Forms

Select the Form you want to customize and the fields table will be updated with the fields
from that form. Here you can:
1. Change field types (for e.g. you want to increase the number of decimal places, you can
convert come fields from Float to Currency).
2. Change labels to suit your industry / language.
3. Make certain fields mandatory.
4. Hide certain fields.
5. Change layout (sequence of fields). To do this, select a field in the grid and click on
“Up” or “Down” in the grid toolbar.
6. Add / edit “Select” Options. (for example, you can add more sources in Leads etc).
You can also allow attachments, set max number of attachments and set the default Print
Format.
Be Careful: Though we want you to do everything you can to customize your ERP
based on your business needs, we recommend that you do not make “wild” changes to
the forms. This is because, these changes may affect certain operations and may mess
up your forms. Make small changes and see its effect before doing some more.
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Letter Head
You can create / manage Letter Heads from:
Setup > Branding and Printing > Letter Heads

1. Create an image with your logo, brand and other information you want to put on your
letter head.
2. Attach the image in your Letter Head record and click on “Set From Image” to
automatically generate the HTML required for this Letter Head.
3. If you want to make this the default letter head, click on “Is Default”.
Thats it! Your letter head will now appear in all Prints and Emails of documents.

Print Formats
Print Formats are the layouts that are generated when you want to Print or Email a
transaction like a Sales Invoice. There are two types of Print Formats,
1. The auto-generated “Standard” Print Format: This type of format follows the same
layout as the form and is generated automatically by ERPNext.
2. Based on the Print Format document. This is templates in HTML that will be
rendered with data.
ERPNext comes with a number of pre-defined templates in three styles: Modern, Classic
and Spartan. You modify these templates or create their own. Editing ERPNext templates
is not allowed because they may be over-written in an upcoming release.
To create your own versions, open an existing template from:
Setup > Branding and Printing > Print Formats

Select the type of Print Format you want to edit and click on the “Copy” button on the
right column. A new Print Format will open up with “Is Standard” set as “No” and you
can edit the Print Format.
Editing a Print Format is a long discussion and you will have to know a bit of HTML,
Javascript and Python to learn this. For help, please post on our forum.
Footers: Many times you may want to have a standard footer for your prints with your
address and contact information. Unfortunately due to the limited print support in
HTML pages, it is not possible unless you get it scripted. Either you can use preprinted stationary or add this information in your header.

Note: Pre-printed stationary is usually not a good idea because your Prints will look
incomplete (inconsistent) when you send them by mail.
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Appendix
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Data Import Tool

The Data Import Tool is a great way to upload (or edit) bulk data, specially master data,
into the system. To start the tool go to:
Setup > Data > Data Import Tool.

The tool has two sections, one to download a template and the second to upload the data.
To upload any type of information, select a type from the drop-down. When you select, the
system will give you one or more list of templates you can download. So why multiple
templates?
Info: In ERPNext, each master or transaction is defined by a “main table” and “child
tables”. These child tables are there because some master tables could have multiple
value of certain properties. For example, select Item. Here you will see a number of
“child” tables linked to the item table. This is because an Item can have multiple
prices, taxes and so on! You must import each table separately. In the child table, you
must the mention the parent of the row in the “parent” column so that ERPNext knows
which Item’s price or tax you are trying to set.
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The Template
Here is a few tips of filling out your template:
1. Don’t change any cells before the row “----Start entering data below this line----”.
2.Leave the first column blank.
3.Read the explanations of the columns.
4.Some columns are mandatory (the 5th row will tell you which ones those are).
5. Columns of type “Link” and “Select” will only accept values from a certain set.
a. For “Link” type columns, the value must be present in the table it links to.
b.For “Select” the options are given on the 6th row. The value must be one of those.
6.Dates: A number of standard date formats are accepted. Please make sure, your dates are
in one of those formats.

Overwriting
ERPNext also allows you to overwrite all / certain columns. If you want to update certain
column, you can download the template with data and when you upload remember to
check on the “Overwrite” box before uploading.
Note: For child records, if you select Overwrite, it will delete all the child records of
that parent.

Upload Limitations
ERPNext restricts the amount of data you can upload in one file. Though the number may
vary based on the type of data. It is usually safe to upload 100-200 rows of a table at one
go. If the system will not accept, then you will see an error.
Why is this? Uploading a lot of data can cause your system to crash, specially if there are
other users doing things in parallel. Hence ERPNext restricts the number of “writes” you
can process in one request.
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Document Stages
In business, sometimes it is necessary to “freeze” documents. Why?
For example, you send a customer a quote and then the customer asks for some different
products or quantities and you send another quote. Then he accepts the quote and you ship
those items to the customer. Now, what if both the quotes have the same number and the
customer forgets which quote did he / she finally approve and the customer is unwilling to
accept your position?
For this and many such conditions, it is very necessary to “freeze” documents and if they
are changed, they must have a different number. In our example, if the first quote would
have been, for example, Q00022, then the next quote should be Q00022-1.
For such cases and more, transactions in ERPNext exist in 3 states: Saved or Draft,
Submitted and Cancel.
Save

Submit

Cancel

Amend

Document stages

Submission
In ERPNext, we call this “Submitting” of documents. Unless you “Submit” a document, it is
a “Draft”. When you try to print or email a “Draft”, ERPNext will print “THIS IS A DRAFT”
in bold on the top of the document. This is to ensure that to whoever you are sending this
document, please don’t claim this to be the final copy.
Also in many documents, you are allowed to proceed only after you “Submit” a document.
For example, you can only ship (Delivery Note) against a Submitted Sales Order and you
can bill (Sales Invoice) against a Submitted Delivery Note.

Cancellation
What happens when you want to change “Submitted” documents? You have to first
“Cancel” the document. Now when you “Cancel” and there are dependent documents based
on the document you want to cancel, you have to “Cancel” all dependent documents. So
you have to Cancel the entire chain of documents. For example, if you want to cancel a
Sales Order, you will have to cancel any Delivery Notes or Sales Invoices that have
been made against this order.
We know it sounds cruel that you have to cancel the entire chain of documents. But it is
really a great practice, let us explain. In business, changes are very painful, say your
customer asks for something and then changes his or her mind. Now you may already have
processed part of the customer’s order and it may result in wastage.
Once you do a chain cancellation, you will swear to avoid any mis-communication ever. So
its a good practice. Hope we have convinced you!
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Amendment
Once you “Cancel” a document, you can “Amend”. When you “Amend”, a new copy of the
same record is created but with a suffix denoting the amendment number. For example,
Q00022 becomes Q00022-1, if further amended it becomes Q00022-2 and so on. This way
you have a unique number for each amendment and also can track the it to the original
document, that lies in “Cancelled” state in the system.

Audit Trail
What this does is leave an audit trail of why
documents were amended. This is especially useful
in accounting type of transactions. Sometimes it
can also help you catch harmful practices in your
company.

Case Study: Here is what happened with one customer of a medium sized company.
The company’s sales persons had this bad practice of booking large orders close to the
end of a month so that they could show high booking on their targets, but as soon as
the new month started, they would amend the orders to smaller sized orders. Thanks to
the Submit-Cancel-Amend trail in ERPNext, this practice was immediately exposed.
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Opening Accounting and Stock Balances

Now that you have completed most of the setup, its time to start moving in!
There are two important sets of data you need to enter before you start your operations.
1. Opening Account balances.
2. Opening Stock balances.
To setup your accounts and stock correctly you will need accurate data to work with. Make
sure you have the data setup for this.

Opening Accounts
We usually recommend that you start using accounting in a new financial year, but you
could start midway too. To setup your accounts, you will need the following for the “day”
you start using accounting in ERPNext:
1. Opening capital accounts - like your shareholder’s (or owner’) capital, loans, bank
balances on that day.
2. List of outstanding sales and purchase invoices (Payables and Receivables).
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Temporary Accounts
A nice way to simplify opening is to create temporary accounts for assets and liability just
for opening. These accounts will become zero once all your old invoices are entered. The
two accounts you can create are (example):
1. Temp Opening Liabilities
2. Temp Opening Assets

The Opening Entry
In ERPNext Opening Accounts are setup by submitting a special Journal Entries
(Journal Voucher).
Note: Make sure to set “Is Opening” as “Yes” in the More Info section.
You can make two Opening Journal Vouchers:
1. For all assets (excluding Accounts Receivables): This entry will contain all your assets
except the amounts you are expecting from your Customers against outstanding
Sales Invoices. You will have to update your receivables by making an individual
entry for each Invoice (this is because, the system will help you track the which Invoices
are yet to be paid). Since all the entries in this voucher will be of type “Debit”, you can
credit the sum of all these debits against the “Temp Opening Liabilities” account.
2. For all liabilities: Similarly you need to pass a Journal Voucher for your Opening
Liabilities (except for the bills you have to pay). This can be made against the “Temp
Opening Assets” account.

Outstanding Invoices
After your Opening Journal Vouchers are made, you will need to enter each Sales
Invoice and Purchase Invoice that is yet to be paid.
Since you have already booked the income or expense on these invoices in the previous
period, select the temp opening accounts in the “Income” and “Expense” accounts.
Note: Again make sure to set each invoice as “Is Opening”!
Tip: If you don’t care what items are in that invoice, just make a dummy item entry in the
Invoice. Item code in the Invoice is not necessary, so it should not be such a problem.
Once all your invoices are entered, your “Temp Opening Assets” will be same as “Temp
Opening Liabilities” and you can pass another “Is Opening” type of Journal Voucher
and cancel them to zero!
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Opening Stock
You can upload your opening stock in the system using Stock Reconciliation. Stock
Reconciliation will update your stock for a given Item on a given date for a given
Warehouse to the given quantity.
Stock Reconciliation will make a “difference entry” (the difference between the system
stock and the actual stock in your file) for the Item.
Tip: Stock Reconciliation can also be used to update the “value” of an Item.
To make a Stock Reconciliation, go to:
Stock > Stock Reconciliation > New Stock Reconciliation

and follow the steps mentioned on the page.
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ERPNext Structure
DocTypes
ERPNext is a based on a “metadata” (data about data) framework that helps define all the
different types of documents in the system. The basic building block of ERPNext is a
DocType.
A DocType represents both a table in the database and a form from which a user can
enter data.
Many DocTypes are single tables, but some work in groups. For example, Quotation has
a “Quotation” DocType and a “Quotation Item” doctype for the Items table, among others.
DocTypes contain a collection of fields called DocFields that form the basis of the
columns in the database and the layout of the form (see the next section).

Standard Columns
Every DocType has a bunch of standard columns such as:
Column

Description

Name

Name of the record.

Owner

Creator + owner of the record.

Created On

Date / time of creation.

Modified On

Date / time of modification.

Doc Status

Status of the record.
0 - Saved / Draft
1 - Submitted
2 - Cancelled / Deleted.

Parent

Name of the parent (in case if child).

Parent Type

Type of parent

Parent Field

The field name specifying the relationship with the parent
(there can be multiple child relationships with the same
DocType).

Index (idx)

Index (sequence) of the record in the child table.

Single DocTypes
There are a certain type of DocTypes that are “Single”, i.e. they have no table associated
and have only one record of its fields. DocTypes such as Global Defaults, Production
Planning Tool are “Single” DocTypes.
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Field Columns
In the fields table, there are many columns, here is an explanation of the columns of the
field table.
Column

Description

Label

Field Label (that appears in the form).

Type

Field Type (see next section).

Name

Column name in the database, must be code friendly with
no white spaces, special characters and capital letters.

Options

Field settings:
For Select: List of options (each on a new line).
For Link: DocType that is “linked”.
For HTML: HTML Content

Perm Level

Permission level (number) of the field. You can group
fields by numbers, called levels, and apply rules on the
levels.

Width

Width of the field (in pixels) - useful for “Table” types.

Reqd

Checked if field is mandatory (required).

In Filter

Checked if field appears as a standard filter in old style
reports.

Hidden

Checked if field is hidden.

Print Hide

Checked if field is hidden in Print Formats.

Report Hide

Checked if field is hidden in old style reports.

Allow on Submit

Checked if this field can be edited after the document is
“Submitted”.

Depends On

The fieldname of the field that will decide whether this
field will be shown or hidden. It is useful to hide unnecessary fields.

Description

Description of the field

Default

Default value when a new record is created.
Note: “__user” will set the current user as default and
“__today” will set today’s date (if the field is a Date field).
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Field Types and Options
Here is a list of the different types of fields used to make / customize forms in ERPNext.
Type

Description

Options / Settings

Data

Single line text field with 180
characters

Select

Select from a pre-determined
items in a drop-down.

The “Options” contains the
drop-down items, each on a
new row

Link

Link an existing document /
record

Options contains the name of
the type of document (DocType)

Currency

Number with 2 decimal places,
that will be shown separated by
commas for thousands etc. in
Print.

e.g. 1,000,000.00

Float

Number with 6 decimal places.

e.g. 3.141593

Int

Integer (no decimals)

e.g. 100

Date

Date

Format can be selected in
Global Defaults

Time

Time

Text
Text

Multi-line text box without
formatting features.

Text Editor

Multi-line text box with
formatting toolbar etc.

Code

Code Editor

Options can include the type of
language for syntax formatting.
Eg JS / Python / HTML

Table of child items linked to
the record.

Options contains the name of
the DocType of the child table.
For example “Sales Invoice
Item” for “Sales Invoice”

Break into a new horizontal
section.

The layout in ERPNext is
evaluated from top to bottom.

Table (Grid)
Table

Layout
Section Break
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Type

Description

Options / Settings

Column Break

Break into a new vertical
column.

HTML

Add a static text / help / link etc
in HTML

Options contains the HTML.

Button

[for developers only]

Action
Button
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Attachments and CSV Files
How to Attach files?
When you open a form, on the right sidebar, you will see a section to attach files. Click on
“Add” and select the file you want to attach. Click on “Upload” and you are set.

What is a CSV file?
A CSV (Comma Separated Value) file is a data file that you can upload into ERPNext to
update various data. Any spreadsheet file from popular spreadsheet applications like MS
Excel or Open Office Spreadsheet can be saved as a CSV file.
If you are using Microsoft Excel and using non-English characters, make sure to save your
file encoded as UTF-8. For older versions of Excel, there is no clear way of saving as
UTF-8. So save your file as a CSV, then open it in Notepad and save as “UTF-8”. (Sorry
blame Microsoft for this!)
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Formatting using Markdown
Markdown is a simple way of writing text to format your content. Markdown allows you
easy ways to format
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Headings (h1 (largest), h2, h3, h4 and so on)
Paragraphs
Lists (numbered or bulleted)
Hyper links (links to other pages)
Images
Code
Embed HTML (HTML tags withing your text)

Headings
Headings are specified by adding a `#` (hash) at the beginning of the line. The more the
number of hashes, the smaller the heading:
# This is a large heading
### This is a smaller heading

Paragraphs
To start a new paragraph, just make sure that there is an empty line at the beginning and
end of the paragraph.
To format text as **bold** or with _italics_ format as follows:
**This text** is **bold** and _this one_ is with _italics_

Lists
To define numbered lists, start your link with a number and a dot (.) and ensure there is a
blank line before and after the list. The numbers are automatically generated so it does not
matter what number you put:
1. list item 1
1. second item
1. and so on
1. and so forth
To define bulleted lists, start your items with a hyphen (-)
- item 1
- item 2
- item 3
To nest lists within one another, put four spaces to indent your inner list as follows:
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1. item 1
1. item 2
- sub item 1
- sub item 2
1. item 3

Links (to other pages)
Links other pages can be defined by adding your text in box brackets [] followed by the link
in round brackets ()
[This is an external link](http://example.com)
[A link within the site](my-page.html)

Images
Images can be added by adding an exclamation ! before the link.
![A flower](files/flower.gif)

Code
To add a code block, just leave a blank line before and after the block and make sure all
code line are indented by four spaces:
This is normal text
This is a code block

HTML
You can embed any kind of HTML tags within your code. All content withing HTML tags
will not be formatted.
[Detailed description of the markdown format](#!http://daringfireball.net/projects/
markdown/syntax)
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Glossary of Terms
Account
An Account is heading under which financial and business transactions are carried on.
For example, “Travel Expense” is an account, “Customer Zoe”, “Supplier Mae” are
accounts. ERPNext creates accounts for Customers and Suppliers automatically.
Accounts > Chart of Accounts

Address
An address represents location details of a Customer or Supplier. These can be of different
locations such as Head Office, Factory, Warehouse, Shop etc.
Selling > Contact

Appraisal
A record of the performance of an Employee over a specified period based on certain
parameters.
Human Resources > Appraisal

Appraisal Template
A template recording the different parameters of Employee performance and their
weights for a particular role.
Human Resources > Employee Setup > Appraisal Template

Attendance
A record indicating presence or absence of an Employee on a particular day.
Human Resources > Attendance

Batch
A number given to a group of units of a particular Item that may be purchased or
manufactured in a group.
Stock > Batch
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Bill of Materials (BOM)
A list of Operations and Items with their quantities that are required to produce another
Item. A Bill of Materials (BOM) is used to plan purchases and do product costing.
Manufacturing > BOM

Blog
A short article that appears in the “Blog” section of the website generated from the
ERPNext website module. Blog is a short from of “Web Log”.
Website > Blog

Communication
A list of all Communication with a Contact or Lead. All emails sent from the system are
added to the Communication table.
Support > Communication

Company
This represents the Company records for which ERPNext is setup. With the same setup,
you can create multiple Company records, each representing a different legal entity. The
accounting for each Company will be different, but they will share Customer, Supplier
and Item records.
Setup > Company > Companies

Contact
An individual Contact that belongs to a Customer or Supplier or is just independent. A
Contact has name and contact details like email and phone number.
Selling > Contact

Cost Center
A Cost Center is like an Account, but the only different is that its structure represents
your business more closely than Accounts. For example in your Chart of Accounts, you
separate your expenses by type (say travel, marketing etc). In your Chart of Cost Centers,
you can separate them by product line or business group (for example online sales, retail
sales)
Accounts > Chart of Cost Centers
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Currency
ERPNext allows you to book transactions in multiple currencies. There is only one
currency for your books of accounts though. While posting your Invoices, payments in
different currencies, the amounts are converted to the default currency by the specified
conversion rate.
Setup > Company > Currencies

Custom Field
A user defined field on a form / table.
Setup > Customize ERPNext > Custom Field

Customer
Represents a customer. A Customer can be an individual or an organizations. You can
create multiple Contacts and Addresses for each Customer.
Selling > Customer

Customer Group
A classification of Customers, usually based on market segment.
Selling > Setup (sidebar) > Customer Group

Delivery Note
A list of Items with quantities for shipment. A Delivery Note will reduce the stock of
Items for the Warehouse from where you ship. A Delivery Note is usually made
against a Sales Order.
Stock > Delivery Note

Employee
Record of a person who has been in present or past, in the employment of the company.
Human Resources > Employee
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Fiscal Year
Represents a Financial Year or Accounting Year. You can operate multiple Fiscal Years at
the same time. Each Fiscal Year has a start and end date and transactions can only be
recorded in this period. When you “close” a fiscal year, its balances are transferred as
“opening” balances for the next fiscal year.
Setup > Company > Fiscal Years

Global Defaults
This is the section where you set default values for various parameters of the system.
Setup > Data > Global Defaults

Item
A Product, sub-product or Service that is either bought, sold or manufactured and is
uniquely identified.
Stock > Item

Item Group
A classification of Item.
Stock > Setup (sidebar) > Item Group

Journal Voucher
A document that contains General Ledger (GL) entries and the sum of Debits and Credits
of those entries is the same. In ERPNext you can update Payments, Returns etc using
Journal Vouchers.
Accounts > Journal Vouchers

Lead
A person who could be a future source of business. A Lead may generate Opportunities.
(from: “may lead to a sale”).
Selling > Lead
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Leave Application
A record of an approved or rejected request for leave.
Human Resource > Leave Application

Leave Type
A type of leave (for example, Sick Leave, Maternity Leave etc.)
Human Resource > Leave and Attendance (sidebar) > Leave Type

Opportunity
A potential sale. (from: “opportunity for a business”).
Selling > Opportunity

Print Heading
A title that can be set on a transaction just for printing. For example, you want to print a
Quotation with a title “Proposal” or “Pro forma Invoice”.
Setup > Branding and Printing > Print Headings

Production Order
A document signaling production (manufacture) of a particular Item with specified
quantities.
Manufacturing > Production Order

Production Planning Tool
A tool for automatic creation of Production Orders and Purchase Requests based on
Open Sales Orders in a given period.
Manufacturing > Production Planning Tool

Purchase Invoice
A bill sent by a Supplier for delivery of Items (goods or services).
Accounts > Purchase Invoice
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Purchase Order
A contract given to a Supplier to deliver the specified Items at the specified cost,
quantity, dates and other terms.
Buying > Purchase Order

Purchase Receipt
A note stating that a particular set of Items were received from the Supplier, most likely
against a Purchase Order.
Stock > Purchase Receipt

Purchase Request
A request made by a system User, or automatically generated by ERPNext based on
reorder level or projected quantity in Production Plan for purchasing a set of Items.
Buying > Purchase Request

Price List
A table of sale price for an Item. An Item can have multiple prices based on Customer,
Currency, region etc.
Selling > Setup > Price List

Projected Quantity
For an Item in a Warehouse:
Actual Quantity + Requested Quantity + Ordered Quantity - Reserved Quantity

Decision on whether to automatically request more of this Item to purchase will depend
on the Projected Quantity.

Quality Inspection
A note prepared to record certain parameters of an Item at time of Receipt from
Supplier or Delivery to Customer.
Stock > Tools > Quality Inspection
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Salary Manager
A tool that will help creation of multiple Salary Slips for Employees.
Human Resource > Salary and Payroll > Process Payroll

Salary Slip
A record of the monthly salary given to an Employee.
Human Resource > Salary Slip

Salary Structure
A template identifying all the components of an Employee’s salary (earnings) and tax and
other social security deductions.
Human Resource > Salary and Payroll > Salary Structure

Sales Order
A note confirming the terms of delivery and price of an Item (product or service) by the
Customer. Deliveries, Production Orders and Invoices are made on basis of Sales Orders.
Selling > Sales Order

Sales Invoice
A bill sent to Customers for delivery of Items (goods or services).
Accounts > Sales Invoice

Sales Partner
A third party distributer / dealer / affiliate / commission agent who sells the company’s
products usually for a commission.
Selling > Setup > Sales Partner

Sales Person
Someone who pitches the Customer and closes deals. You can set targets for Sales
Persons and tag them in transactions.
Selling > Setup > Sales Person
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Serial Number
A unique number given to a particular unit of an Item.
Stock > Serial Number

Stock Ledger Entry
A unified table for all material movement from one warehouse to another. This is the table
that is updated when a Stock Entry, Delivery Note, Purchase Receipt, Sales Invoice (POS)
is made.

Stock Reconciliation
Update Stock of multiple Items from a spreadsheet (CSV) file.
Stock > Stock Reconciliation (in sidebar)

Supplier
Represents a supplier of goods or services. Your telephone company is a Supplier, so is
your raw materials Supplier. Again, a Supplier can be an individual or an organization
and has multiple Contacts and Addresses.
Buying > Supplier

Terms and Conditions
Text of your terms of contract.
Selling > Setup > Terms and Conditions Template

Territory
A geographical area classification for sales management. You can set targets for
Territories and each sale is linked to a Territory.
Selling > Setup > Territory

Unit of Measure (UOM)
How quantity is measured for an Item. For example (Kg, No, Pair, Packet) etc.
Stock > Setup > UOM
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Warehouse
A logical Warehouse against which stock entries are made.
Stock > Warehouse

Web Page
A web page with a unique URL (web address) on the website generated from ERPNext.
Website > Web Page

Workstation
A place where an BOM operation takes place. Is useful to calculate the direct cost of the
product.
Manufacturing > Workstation
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ERPNext Story
When I joined my family business in 2004 that was into manufacturing, they were reeling
from a failed ERP implementation and were dependent on a legacy application by a
developer who was no longer interested in maintaining it. I was always interested in
writing software and was doing in out of interest for a few years and had also worked as an
apprentice in the field. So instead of using one of the ready available ERP solutions, I
decided to use some new ideas and write my own implementation.
2004 was also the year when Semantic Web was hot and I had been exposed to a few nice
ideas in this space thanks to Protege. I thought it might be a great idea to "model" business
processes and then make an tool that would bring these "models" to life via Forms and
Reports so that we can minimize the amount of code that was written. Hence I started
working on this idea, knowing little what lied ahead. The next thing was that there were no
popular web frameworks in 2004 apart from Zope. So I started building this app on top of
Zope and the initial version only had Sales.

Screenshot (2005)
From 2005-2008, I built ERPNext as a side project while I moved away from the family
business (2006 onwards) and started work on another startup to build custom software.
During this time, the progress was slow as I was working off my free time and a couple of
modules like Purchase and Inventory were added.
In 2008, the custom software party was over (as we never found enough customers) and I
had to start all over from scratch. This time, I thought of focussing only on the ERP
product and started Web Notes Technologies thanks to financial support from my family.
In 2008, we re-wrote all the modules and even wrote the accounting module for the first
time. This was a time when we were not clear of many of the accounting concepts that we
can now speak without thinking. I can imaging that it would have been horrible for the
users (still at my family business) to be working on such buggy and developing software.
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Screenshot 2009
2008 onwards, we got a few other customers to use the ERP and we steadily started
building more and more modules, the core team was of 2-3 people and often freshers. In
2010, we decided to launch ERP in a Software-as-a-Service subscription model and "Web
Notes ERP" was renamed to "ERPNext" as we found the domain "erpnext.com" available.
In 2009, we published our product as Open Source and hosted it on Google Code (before
moving to GitHub in 2011). Though we never attracted any significant interest, we always
got helpful advice from people who were interested in the product.

Screenshot 2011
Since 2010, we have been steadily adding users and thanks to these amazing first users, we
have a product that is useful to many small businesses.”
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Donate
This product and manual is a culmination of many years of effort and hard work. The
entire ERPNext product is free and open source and belongs to the community.
If you have used ERPNext as as free product and benefitted from it, we request that you
donate a small amount towards the development and maintenance of this manual and
product.
Recommended donation for the user manual:

$20

First hundred donors will get a special mention in all future releases of the manual.
Your donation will help us build an even better product.
Thanks.
Rushabh Mehta
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